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Phone (914) 736-1318                               Fax (914) 736-1317 
Cook@Iveysinmykitchen.com       WWW.Iveysinmykitchen.com 
	  

I’m Thankful for Being in Your Kitchen

Creative Contribution Vicky Ziluck

I feel thankful every time I sit down to 
write this column.  Who knew, back in 
2002, that I would have become part 
of  this funny, kooky, quirky, loving, 
boating family? So many of  you love 
food the way that I do and everyone 
was so receptive to me, I felt instantly 
befriended. Nice people, and I get to 
talk about food all day long.  How could 
I not feel thankful?  
Thanksgiving is my favorite holiday.   

There are no religious obligations, no 
presents to buy and at my house, you 
get to spend the day in your pajamas.  
Growing up during the 70’s, I looked 
forward to sitting on the floor with 
my sister, Mara, rolling a years-
worth of  change from a jar, while my 
father screamed at the football game 
on television.  I wouldn’t call us the 
Cleaver’s by any means but when it 

comes to Thanksgiving Day, we, 
the Pinsker’s, have some serious 
sense of  tradition. 
Thru ought my childhood, we 

always had to have, exactly the 
same thing, every year, or there 
was… mutiny.  New dishes always 
welcomed, but mostly just picked 
at.  The Pinsker menu: HUGE 
Turkey, Mrs. Paul’s Candied 
Sweet Potatoes, Stove Top 
Stuffing and cranberry sauce in 
the shape of  a can.  (Since I got 
married, we have incorporated 
the green bean casserole thingy 
for Michael.)  Gourmet it was 
not, but heaven it surely was.  Oh, 
and as soon as I was tall enough 
to reach the stove, I made my 
own homemade gravy.  Yeah, 
well, some girls play hairdresser. 
We are still traditionalists when 

it comes to Thanksgiving.  I think 
it’s almost a little OCD.  After 
dinner; which takes three days to 
marinate,12 active cooking hours 
of  work to prepare, and about 12 
minutes to consume, it’s inside the 
kitchen that I want to be.  That’s 
where the fun is.  Everyone that 
matters to me is in there, at least the 
female ones. 
One year, the question was 

proposed, what did people want 
to eat at Thanksgiving other than 
the traditional stuff ?  There is so 
much available now.  Everybody 
wants to be a Gourmet, especially 
around the holidays.  Some cooks 
just kill themselves trying to make 
something that looked very pretty 
in the book or the glossy pages of  
a magazine.  (You know that’s not 
real food, right??)  And they do it on 
Thanksgiving Day no less, definitely 
not the time to de-virginize a new 
recipe, if  you ask me.  Roasted 
chestnut sorbet – yes, it exists, 
pumpkin scones, truffle infused 
stuffing, cranberry frappes.  The 
new options are endless.  But did 
we even want anything out of  our 
“normal” tradition?  
No, as a matter of  fact, it 

was unanimous.  We didn’t.  
Thanksgiving is all about tradition; 
it’s comforting in a way, having one 
day a year that some things don’t 
change.  Things that taste as good as 
you remember them.  That’s home 
for the holidays.  
This is my favorite recipe for my 

favorite holiday and I want to share 
it with you.  Give it a try.  I don’t 
expect you to take on my trashy 
turkey day ritual recipes, but I 

mailto:Cook@iveysinmykitchen.com
http://www.iveysinmykitchen.com/
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do expect you to at least test the 
marinade, because, that my friend, 
is another story. 
First, bird selection is key...

for turkey, I go with MURRAY!  
Murray, Murray he’s my man, if  he 
can’t feed me, no man can!
Being in my mouth is a privilege.  

I am very particular, just ask my 
Husband.  The experience that goes 
on behind the lips is a delicate dance 
between tongue, touch, texture and 
taste.  To sully the encounter with, 
well, let’s just say, inferior product, 
is just a sin.  To me.  
Murray’s is a local company 

– local meaning upstate New 
York.  Their claims are many, like: 
all natural, grown without any 
growth hormones or antibiotics, 
farm raised, minimally processed, 
certified humane, family farmed 
and eco-friendly packaging.  And 
while I am a HUGE supporter of  
all of  these things, for me, it’s all 
about the taste.  Murray’s turkeys 
are dam delicious.  Simply the 
BEST!
I know I have mentioned Murray’s 

whenever we recommend a chicken 
recipe and I’d like you to know why.  
I think it’s important that I educate 
you, my readers, just as I do my 
paying clients.  If  you have ever 
taken a chicken cooking lesson/
class with me or if  you have ever 
been an assisted shopping client, or 
have read my column for the last 
decade, you know, Murray’s is the 
only way I go.  I hate Perdue (I know 
I should just say dislike) – it tastes 
terrible, the texture is stringy, the 
skin is yellow – which is un-natural.  
That color is marigold petals 
deliberately added to the chickens’ 
feed for marketing purposes by the 
way) and it goes bad in your fridge 
quickly.  

I stopped eating Perdue when I 
realized that I could actually taste 
the difference.  In my early 20’s 
I dated a cute religious Jewish 
boy who only ate kosher meat, 
I was introduced to what a real 

Butterflying a 
Turkey

https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=EtWoxn2I4IY

The Worlds 
Greatest Turkey

Murray’s is the best for 
chicken and turkey!

Second is the cooking 
method.  High heat to 
start, cover and reduce.  
Not only will this 
produce a juicy bird but 
it will produce it in half  
the time.  I know that I 
drone on like a broken 
record about meat 
thermometers but this is exactly where 
they really come in handy.  Do YOU 
have one?
How many times do you open the 

oven? A BIG NO-NO, so quit it.  How 
many times do you prick the bird to see 
if  the juices run clear?  Again, cut that 
out.  Let me ask you this, how many 
times have you taken that buzzard out 
of  the oven thinking it was done and 
ended up eating at 10 O’clock at night 
instead?  Using a digital probe meat 
thermometer saves you from all of  that.  
It will tell YOU when it’s ready.  Go buy 
one; I like Polder and Pyrex or anything 
with a big digital face.
Finally, the biggie, marinating your 

bird.  Try it, you’ll like it. Have I steered 
you wrong yet?  I can’t claim ownership 
of  this one; it was passed on to me by 
my wonderfully resourceful neighbor 
Jeff, it is so good that I have used it every 
year since and I feel compelled to pass it 
on to you.  Start this process at least two 
days before Thanksgiving.  I begin on 
Monday.  If  you are capable of  letting 
go of  a small tradition, butterflying 
the bird is a great idea.  I never bring 
the bird out and show it off  to my 
guests (like they do in commercials) 

to anyway, by the time they see it, our 
turkey is disassembled on the platter, 
haven’t heard any complaints yet.  You 
can butterfly your bird at home just by 
removing the backbone.  All you need 
is a sturdy pair of  poultry sheers or a 
big @ss sharp knife.  Turn the bird on 
her breast and start at the tushie.  Work 
your way up.  I don’t know if  tushie is a 
culinary term, so don’t quote me.  
If  you have a smartphone, you can also 

scan to see our instructional video of  my 
attempt at butterflying 
a turkey.  Don’t laugh 
at me I was trying 
my hardest.  Thank 
goodness Vicky did the 
filming and the editing. 
Thank god for her, she 
made it all look good!
Disposable pans are a 

lifesaver here.  I hate to 
cleanup.  Get one with 
a flat bottomif  you have 
options; it is easier to 

whisk the gravy that way.  I double them 

up for strength.  
You should support the bottom too; a 
baking sheet works nicely.  You will need 
3 disposable tins, 1 for marinating and 
2 for the cooking.  (Tripling isn’t such a 
bad idea either, since you have ‘em ya 
know.)
If  you have a roasting rack, use it.  If  

you don’t, try this trick; carrots, celery 
and onion cut into large pieces at the 
bottom of  the pan for the bird to rest 
on.  Not only will it flavor the bird but 
carrot, celery and onion also work as a 
delish side dish.
Do not stuff  your bird!!!!!  I know there 

are a million years of  nostalgia here but 
trust me; your bird will cook faster and 
more thoroughly with nothing in the 
cavity.  Besides, haven’t you heard about 
bacteria breeding grounds????  
No basting!!  Another tradition 

debunked.  Basting only re-wets the skin 

fresh chicken looked like and tasted 
like.  While kosher chickens have 
one drawback, they are sometimes 
a little feathery; they are incredibly 
delicious to eat.  They are as fresh 
as can be purchased; their skin is as 
white as snow and everywhere that 
they are roasted, my nose is sure to 
go.  They taste better, cook up better 
and have better texture.   There is no 
comparison between a Perdue bird 
and a kosher one (or a Murray’s for 
that matter).  Sorry Frank.

https://www/
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               Enjoy!

Scan For Ivey’s Turkey 
Marinade video.

Scan For Ivey’s 
Roasted Turkey 
video.

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=HRH_
oLbPnLk

Enjoy!https://
youtu.be/
mohREzgOo7g

Take your bird out of  the fridge and 
preheat your oven to 500°.  Yes, I did say 
500° – MAKE SURE YOUR OVEN 
IS CLEAN OR YOU WILL GET 
SOME VERY FUNKY SMELLS.  
Thanksgiving is not the night to spend 
putting out small fires in your oven.
Remember that zip baggie with the 

neck and giblets in it?  Go get it.  Put 
them in a saucepan, cover with lots of  
water, and throw in an onion, celery 
and a carrot or two.  Bring it to a boil, 
then let it simmer on the stove while the 
bird is cooking.  You will need 4 cups of  
liquid when you are finished.  It is ok to 
add water if  the liquid gets too cooked 
down.
Place the bird in the disposable 

roasting pan on a roasting rack (or use 
the veggie trick).
Take a large piece of  heavy-duty tin 

foil and fold it in half  into a triangle.  
You are making a breastplate for the 
bird so form it around the breast shape 
and set it aside for later.  

Lightly coat the bird with Magic Oil 
(sub with veggie or pure olive, NOT 
extra virgin.)

Put the uncovered bird in the 500° 
oven for 25 minutes.

After 25 minutes, cover the breast 
with the already formed foil breastplate 
and place the meat thermometer in the 
thickest part of  the thigh – make sure it 
is not touching any bone- and set it to 
175°.  (Between the thigh and the wing 
is ideal)  If  you are partial to breast 
meat, penetrate the thermometer right 
through the foil, into the thickest part 
of  the breast.  Set probe thermometer 
for 165°
Put the bird back in the oven.
Reduce oven temperature to 375°
Walk away, forget about it, go do 

something else until you hear it beep-
call you.
DO NOT OPEN THE DOOR 

UNTIL THE THERMOMETER 
BEEPS!  When it does, double check 
the probe in the breast meat, 165 - 
170 is your goal temperature for juicy 
white meat.  This means that your bird 
is officially no longer dangerous to eat.  

making it more difficult to crisp up again.  
Once in the oven, juicy comes from the 
inside out, not the other way around.  
And don’t forget, opening the oven really 
monkeys with your temperature.  
For the Marinade  (Monday Night)
Combine in a large bowl………
4 Cups white wine (1 bottle)
4 Onions - chopped
1 Cup Soy Sauce 
1 Large bunch fresh Sage – roughly 

chopped
1 Large bunch fresh Thyme – roughly 

chopped
1 Cup Magic Oil  (Sub Veggie Oil)
2 Large lemons – juiced and peel cut up  

(1/4 cup)
Place bird in a disposable roasting pan, 

breast side up.  Take the giblets and the 
neck and put them in a zip baggie for 
later use, keep ‘em in the fridge.  Discard 
the liver, unless you enjoy it; I fry it up in 
a pan with bacon fat right then and eat 
it there.  Pour the marinade over the top 
of  the Turkey and refrigerate overnight.  
In the morning, turn the bird over, breast 
side down.  Repeat the turning process 
for two days.  
Here’s a few creative tricks to help you 

turn the bird.  Now that I’m in food 
service, I have an abundant supply of  
disposable gloves, but before that, I used 
small zip baggies on the drumsticks and 
left them there throughout the whole 
marinating time.  Another good one was 
wrapping the ends of  the drumsticks in 

plastic wrap.  
Wednesday night before Thanksgiving, 
remove the bird, throw away the 
marinade, discard ANY hangers on, use 
paper towels to lightly pat the bird dry, 
put it back in the now rinsed disposable 
pan and let it air dry in the refrigerator 
over night.  
Thursday Morning……Roasting the 

Bird
Use your smartphone to scan this code 

to see our video on how it’s done!

Now that doesn’t necessarily mean 
that it’s ready for you to eat.  I have 
found that I like my bird cooked 
just a little past that.  That’s why 
reheating works out so well. The 
reason it is important for you to wait 
the resting period before removing 
the probe, or re-inserting it for that 
matter is that the turkey, like most 
meat, requires a resting time to 
literally redistribute the juices.  Also, 
the internal temperature rises after 
coming out of  the oven for at least 
five to ten minutes.  Fifteen minutes 
is my safe time, anything sooner 
and I end up with dry meat and a 
platter full of  juice.  That’s also why 
no pricking during cooking.  You 
want the skin to tighten around 
the meat and seal in all the juices.  
If  you wait the correct amount of  
time to check it or to cut into it, you 
will be left with an incredible juicy 
bird.
I always make my turkey first so 

that it is finished (achieved non-
dangerous temperature) long before 
dinner.  I put it back into a 475° 
oven right before dinner is served, 
to warm it through and crisp up the 
skin a little more.  I have not dried 
out my meat yet.  

Serve immediately with Stove Top 
Stuffing and can-shaped cranberry 
sauce!

https://www.youtube/
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SAVE                DATE!
MARCH 31ST- APRIL 2ND, 2017

GREATUPSTATEBOATSHOW.COM
Adirondack Sports Complex  |  326 Sherman Ave.   |  Queensbury, NY 12804  |  (518) 307-3415 

Compare, Select & Save!
• OVER 1500 New & Preowned Boats available
• OVER 175 Boats on display at the show
• OVER 60 Top Boat Brands
• OVER 20 Leading Upstate NY Dealers
• OVER 25 Boating Lifestyle Vendors

           DEEP DISCOUNTS only available during the show!

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

The Biggest Boat Sale
Event of The Year!

Don’t�Miss
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BEN SORKIN
RISING 
STAR

This is Ben Sorkin today:
“Hi John,
 Thanks again for reaching out! I’m currently in my senior year 
at Princeton, studying Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering 
and pursuing a Certificate (Princeton’s version of  a minor) 
in Sustainable Energy. I became involved with a group called 
Princeton Racing Electric and last year became the club’s vice 
president. The Office of  Communications actually made a short 

documentary following our journey to last year’s Formula Hybrid 
competition, found here. Working on this electric racecar led me to an 
internship with Tesla, working in the Remanufacturing division with 
a focus on high voltage batteries. My primary research focus at school 
has been designing electric marine propulsion systems, particularly 
electric outboard motors. Here is an interesting article that sums up 
some of  my research written by the MAE department”

From the publisher:
I have always been a strong proponent of  starting 

children out at a young age in anything they find 
interesting as a possible career move. Ben Sorkin is 
one such young person who will become, and have an 
interesting life in his chosen field.
 
Thanks to Gabe Capobianchi of  Prescision Propeller, 

Inc. of  Newburgh, NY for providing information and 
equipment to test the comparative study of  propellers 
at certain speeds on fuel efficiencies when Ben was 
only 14 years old. Far to  many children are wasted on 
nothing, rather than having a chosen field at a young 
age. John H. Vargo, Publisher
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MECHANICAL &
AEROSPACE
ENGINEERING
Benjamin Sorkin ’17  • Power Boating: Designing 
Electric Motors that Sustain our Waters

Ben Sorkin and helpers 
on Lake George.

Ever since Benjamin Sorkin ’17 was a kid, the marina 
has been his laboratory. For as long as he can remember, 
his family spent their summer vacations at a remote cabin 
on Lake George in upstate New York. After earning his 
boating license at age 10, Ben began collecting old engines 
from the 1960s and restoring them to vintage condition. 
His prize project was a 1961 Glasspar G3 ski boat that he 
rescued from a barn where it sat unused for thirty years.
 
“There were no organized activities—just an open screen 

door, the lake, and the surprise of  my next revelation,” 
Ben recalls of  his summers. “I spent hundreds of  hours 

collaborating with experts around the world and making 
modifications to the propellers that would maximize the 
speed and performance of  the old boats I worked on. I 
marveled in the challenge of  making machines work better, 
faster, and safer.”
 
Ben has always surrounded himself  with anything he 

could assemble, test, disassemble, modify, reassemble, and 
then test again. As a four year-old, he was enthralled with 
finding ways to make his Lego pullback cars race faster. 
After countless rebuilds, he discovered that reducing the 
weight on the axles prevented them from rubbing together 
and slowing down. As a star hockey player in high school, 

by Carolyn Sayre
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Ben Sorkin on left with friend at Boat show.

Ben approached the rink like a physics lesson. During 
games, he would configure the optimal dynamics for his 
skate blades and flex of  his hockey stick needed to put 
the puck in the back of  the net.  
“Searching for solutions became the lens through which 

I examined the world,” says Ben who is a junior studying 
in the Department of  Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering. “For me, engineering is not just a profession, 
it is a lifestyle.”
From the moment Ben stepped on the Princeton 

campus as a freshman, he was captivated by a multitude 

of  engineering studies from thermodynamics to space flight 
design and computer science. But just as it had in his youth, it 
was the challenge of  efficiency—making machines work faster 
and better—that Ben found himself  most passionate about. 
Eager to test his ideas, he joined Princeton Racing Electric—a 
student organization that develops sustainable energy drive 
systems and high-performance vehicle designs. Ben was working 
on the electric racecar’s drive system when he had the idea to 
apply the green technology to his first love: boats.
“Boats require a lot of  energy to move through the water, 

which makes efficiency very important. An electric boat is 
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a system with a limited amount 
of  energy and because of  battery 
weight, you can’t add much more 
energy, so you have to figure out how 
to make the machines more efficient 
with the amount of  energy you have,” 
Ben explains. “Some of  the ways we 
can optimize energy usage are by 
improving aerodynamic designs, 
maximizing propulsion efficiency, 
and capturing wasted energy through 
thermoelectric devices.”
In the summer of  2015, Ben 

successfully converted a vintage 
outboard combustion engine into 
a fully electric model. The design 
produced six kilowatts of  power using 
a brushed electric motor and lithium-
ion batteries that were mounted to 
Hedlund Hydroplane from the 1960s. 
His research project won a Merit 
Award for “Superb Craftsmanship” 
at the Lake Champlain Antique and 
Classic Boat Society (ABCS) Chapter 
Show and the “Dockmaster’s Choice 
Award” at the Lake George ACBS 
Chapter Show.
“Ben blew me away with how 

hard he worked and how much he 
completed in one summer,” says Dan 
Steingart, PhD, Assistant Professor 
in Mechanical and Aerospace 
Engineering and the Andlinger Center 
for Energy and the Environment, who 
is also Ben’s advisor. “He brought 
the passion for this effort to the lab. 
Ben’s ideas on quiet, emission-free 
tools for recreational sports can make 
a big impact on these communities 
in terms of  quality of  life as well as 
aquatic maintenance.” 
 With so much focus on the 

automobile sector, water pollution 
is often overlooked. However, Ben 
says it is extremely detrimental. In 
fact, operating a gasoline boat for 
one hour generates the same amount 
of  pollution as driving a car for 800 
miles. In addition, marine pollution 
affects fragile aquatic ecosystems, 
harms wildlife, and diminishes the 
quality of  waterways.
 “Research in electric outboard 

motors is essential to bring the 

marine industry on board towards a 
sustainable energy future,” adds Ben. 
“We have seen a green revolution in 
the transportation industry, but the 
nautical world still lags at least 10-15 
years behind. Little progress has been 
made towards developing clean energy 
marine propulsion systems.”
 Currently, there are only three 

companies that manufacture electric 
outboards that can be used for anything 
more than trolling (a type of  fishing), 
and two of  these manufacturers are 
still using antiquated technology. This 
leaves a tremendous gap in an industry 
where innovation and research is 
necessary for the marine sector to join 
the green revolution.
Working with fellow mechanical 

engineer, Kirk Robinson ‘17, Ben 
intends to fill that gap by designing and 
building a commercially-viable electric 
outboard motor that is light, efficient, 
reliable, safe, and simple to use. The 
target market for Ben’s design will be 
medium- and large-sized canoes and 
rowboats, as well as small pleasure 
boats and hydroplanes.
To demonstrate the durability 

and quality of  the finished electric 
outboard motor, Ben will attach it to a 
small race boat and attempt to break 
two American Powerboat Association 
electric world speed records in the 
summer of  2016. His goal is that the 
electric motor will be able to produce 
up to 30 kilowatts of  power (40 
horsepower) and propel the boat to 
speeds nearing 70 miles per hour. Ben 
has received support for his projects 
from the Keller Center, the School of  
Engineering and Applied Science, the 
Andlinger Center for Energy and the 
Environment, and the Mechanical 
and Aerospace Engineering Summer 
Practical Research Experience.
“Our research will create a versatile 

and desirable electric outboard that 
will bolster the marine industry’s 
involvement in the sustainable energy 
revolution,” says Ben. “It is critical 
that we find a way to reduce our 
carbon footprint while furthering the 
advancement of  maritime technology.”
 

A NOTE FROM BEN SORKIN 
AFTER SEEING THIS ARTICLE
 I loved and was fascinated by 

engineering before I was old enough 
to even know it was engineering. For 
me, engineering is not a profession 
or an area of  study, it is a lifestyle. 
Growing up, I was surrounded 
by things I could assemble, test, 
disassemble, modify, reassemble, 
and test again. I loved the challenge 
of  even the smallest breakthroughs 
in making things work better, faster, 
safer, and more efficiently. At four-
years old, Lego pull-back racers were 
my first big challenge. Sheer joy 
followed as I modified each of  my 
racers to go faster and faster.
As I grew, so did my experiences 

with all things engineering. I collected 
outboard engines from the 1940’s, 
restoring them to vintage condition. 
One of  my greatest projects was 
restoring a 1961 Glasspar G3 and its 
1962 Merc 1000 engine. I designed 
and tested numerous propeller 
modifications to maximize speed, 
performance, and efficiency. Part of  
this research was published in the 
September 2010 edition of  Boating 
on the Hudson.
I then went on to Princeton 

University where I am in my 
senior year in the Mechanical and 
Aerospace Engineering Department. 
My research here has been mainly 
focused on high-power electric 
propulsion systems, both on land 
and in the water. I designed the 
electric powertrain system for 
Princeton’s electric racecar team, 
and designed several performance 
electric outboard motors that I am 
continually testing.
After all of  my engineering 

endeavors, it is the challenge of  
efficiency about which I am most 
passionate. In a world governed by 
energy supply, efficiency dictates 
worldly progression. My goal is to 
continue to focus on energy efficiency 
by improving and optimizing 
propulsion systems with a sustainable 
energy future in mind.  
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BOAT TALK WITH 

Alex Salomatoff.

Alex 

Salomatoff

If  you have a question for Master Mechanic and Owner of  Alex’s 
Marine Plus in New Windsor, NY, simply call Alex at 845-565-9199  

or e-mail, AlexsMarine@aol.com

Alex’s Marine Plus
2907 Rte 9W Suite 200, 

New Windsor, NY 12553
(845) 565-9199 

alexsmarineplus.com

Ask Alex:  When I winterize 
my boat can I leave my 
battery or batteries in the 
boat for the winter?

Answer: The answer 
really depends on the 
boat, personal watercraft 
or sailboat.  Every boat, 
properly wired has a 
master switch with  
off/1/2.  Some modern 
boats have a draw, or 
drain on the batteries 
even with the battery 
switch in the off position.

If you leave the batteries in the boat the number one rule is that they 
be fully charged.  Here in the northeast, cold weather and a drained 
battery or batteries spells the end of the battery for sure.

Since it may be as long as four months before the boat is used again, 
having a float charger connected to the battery to keep the batteries 
“up” is a must.  Manufacturers such as Schumacher SC-600a-CA Speed 
charge , Roughly 44 dollars, is a good way to go.  There are at least  
20 float chargers on the market ranging from 12 dollars  
to the Schumacher.

If you remove the batteries from the 
boat it is still a good idea to put the 
batteries in a warm place an use a 
float charger on them. Considering 
the cost of large boat batteries to 
replace the ones you neglected, I highly 
recommend you do this.

Ask Alex, I had a two-stroke Yamaha 
personal watercraft that I winterize 
myself. I always ran a bucket of non toxic 
anti freeze through the system to be sure 
the water left in the machine would not 
freeze and crack something.  I now have a 
four stroke and see on the web that some 
people are recommending that doing this 
is not  needed.

Answer:   I would use the rinse out port 
on the rogue stroke machine to run a 
gallon of non toxic anti-freeze through 
the machine just to be extra sure.

mailto:AlexsMarine@aol.com
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We are Air Conditioning 
& Refrigeration Specialists!

• Dometic Factory Trained Technicians  
• Marine Air Air Conditioning
• Cruise Air Air Conditioning

• Gunnert and Adler Barbour Refrigeration
• Chiller Systems all sizes!  • Other makes serviced too!

Call Now to Reserve Your 2017 Slip 
Filling Up Fast. WE CAN STILL STORE and 

WINTERIZE YOUR BOAT

Established 1959                                      Closed Tuesdays

CERTIFIED TECHNICIANS ON DUTY
OUTBOARD, INBOARD, I/O, DIESEL

Starters, Alternators & Outdrives Rebuilt on Premises

Westerly Road, Ossining, New York 10562

“A HOME FOR YOUR BOAT”

W E S E R L Y

MARINA 

914 - 941-2203

• 35-Ton Open End Lift
• Fiberglass Repairs • Custom Painting
• Fully Stocked Ship's Store
• Dock Hardware & Supplies

www.westerlymarina.com

• Sailing Supplies
• Trailer Parts

• Hitches Installed
• Inboard • I/O 

• Diesel

TAKING 2016 SLIP RENTALS NOW
CHECK OUT OUR WEBCAM VIEWSWINTER STORAGE YOUR WAY!

W E S E R L Y
Westerly Road, Ossining
      New York 10562 914-941-2203

MARINA Inc.

2002 3100 MAXXUM SCR TWIN MERC 260 H.P. BRAVO 111 I/O’S MANY EXTRAS $48,000
1997 SEARAY 33’ TWIN MERC INB 7.4 5.0 KW GENSET. A/C,  MANY EXTRA’S        $39,999
2004 180BR BAYL1NERW.'90 H.P. 2 STROKE MERC 0/B & TRAILER $39,500
1983 24' REGAL MERC V8 ALPHA 1 I/O FULL CABIN  $2,000
1978 35 VIKING EXPRESS CRUSADER 350 H.PKHOLER GENSET A/C  $12,500
1989 FORMULA 29-2 SR1 454 MERCS BRAVO 1 1/0'S VERY CLEAN MANXXX $18,000
2005 21'AQUA SPORT 210 OSPREYW/150 YAMAHA LOW HOURS  S18,500
2005 310 CHAPPAREL SIGNATURE MERC 350 MPI BRAVO 2 GENSET A/C $83,000
1986 28' FORMUL PC AFT CABIM TWIN REBULT MERC 260'S CAMPER XtraS $15,000
1980 26' NONSUCH SAIL BOAT W/ WESTERBEKE DIESEL ENGINE FULL SAILS $23,995

4M 4 STROKE       $1,575,00--S945.00

41VIL 4 STROKE $1,595.00--$1,165.50

5 M 4 STROKE   $1,775.00--$1,065,00

5ML4 STROKE    $1,800.00--$1,260.00

5MXL 4 STROKE $1,810.00--$1,267,00

USED

N
E

W

90ELXPT 2 STROKE 2005
99 EL 2 STROKE 2002 
9,9 ML 4 STROKE 2009
8 M 4 STROKE 2007
70 H.P. NISSAN 2 STRK 
0/B 1994 W

$4,000.00
$1,500.00
$1,300,00
$1,000.00
$1,200.00

MERCURY OUTBOARDS

BLOW OUT INVENTORY SALE
2.5M FROM……$699.99-$742.99     
6M/6ML……… $1499.99
3.5M FROM……$799.99-$999.99     
8M/8ML……….$1299.99
4M/4ML……......899.99-$1100.00     
9.9M……….......$1899.99
5M/5ML FROM ..$1099.99-$1299.99     
9.9MXL/9.9EL…...$1299.99

Yamaha Wave 
Runners are 
Here!!!!!!!!

Great Deals on Yamaha Wave Runners come and 
check them out today perfect to start Spring

VX Cruiser  4 cylinder 
Dual throttle handle 

Reverse/forward

TAKING RESERVATIONS FOR 2017 NOW
PONTOON BOATS

SPECIAL PRICING - $19,900.

http://www.westerlymarina.com/
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800-4-SEATOW

seatow.com

Your local 
on-water  
assistance 
experts.

DATE
DAY

 AM LOW AM HIGH PM LOW PM HIGH
 TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT

Moon

© 2015 OPTides • All Rights Reserved • www.optides.com • 609-412-6775

NOVEMBER 2016 TIDES
SEA TOW CENTRAL HUDSON SPUYTEN

For tides at SPUYTEN DUYVIL Creek Ent., NEW YORK

 1 Tue   4:40 0.3 10:45 4.4  5:13 0.2 11:07 3.7 2 Wed   5:15 0.3 11:18 4.2  5:51 0.3 11:46 3.5 3 Thu   5:46 0.5 11:51 4.0  6:29 0.4 No PM High 4 Fri S  6:15 0.7 12:27 3.4  7:08 0.5 12:27 3.9 5 Sat   6:44 0.8  1:12 3.3  7:54 0.7  1:10 3.9 6 Sun   6:26 0.9  2:00 3.2  7:53 0.8  1:00 3.8 7 Mon @  7:42 1.0  1:50 3.3  8:58 0.7  1:54 3.8 8 Tue   9:15 0.9  2:42 3.4  9:57 0.4  2:53 3.8 9 Wed  10:21 0.7  3:40 3.6 10:49 0.2  3:55 3.9 10 Thu  11:18 0.3  4:40 3.9 11:39 -0.1  5:00 4.0 11 Fri E No AM Low  5:38 4.3 12:12 0.0  6:01 4.2 12 Sat  12:28 -0.4  6:32 4.6  1:05 -0.3  6:57 4.4 13 Sun   1:18 -0.6  7:22 5.0  1:59 -0.6  7:49 4.5 14 Mon #P  2:08 -0.8  8:11 5.1  2:51 -0.8  8:40 4.5 15 Tue   2:59 -0.8  9:00 5.2  3:43 -0.8  9:34 4.5 16 Wed   3:49 -0.7  9:52 5.1  4:35 -0.8 10:31 4.3 17 Thu N  4:40 -0.5 10:49 4.9  5:27 -0.6 11:33 4.1 18 Fri   5:32 -0.3 11:49 4.6  6:21 -0.3 No PM High 19 Sat   6:28 0.1 12:35 3.9  7:19 -0.1 12:50 4.4 20 Sun   7:30 0.3  1:35 3.9  8:21 0.1  1:49 4.1 21 Mon ^  8:37 0.6  2:32 3.8  9:22 0.2  2:46 3.9 22 Tue   9:41 0.6  3:29 3.8 10:17 0.2  3:43 3.7 23 Wed  10:38 0.5  4:25 3.8 11:06 0.2  4:40 3.6 24 Thu E 11:30 0.4  5:20 3.9 11:50 0.1  5:35 3.5 25 Fri  No AM Low  6:09 4.0 12:17 0.3  6:25 3.6 26 Sat  12:33 0.1  6:54 4.1  1:03 0.2  7:10 3.6 27 Sun A  1:14 0.1  7:34 4.3  1:46 0.1  7:51 3.6 28 Mon   1:54 0.1  8:10 4.3  2:29 0.0  8:30 3.6 29 Tue %  2:34 0.1  8:45 4.3  3:11 -0.1  9:07 3.5 30 Wed   3:13 0.2  9:18 4.3  3:51 -0.1  9:44 3.4

DATE
DAY

 AM LOW AM HIGH PM LOW PM HIGH
 TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT

Moon
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NOVEMBER 2016 TIDES
SEA TOW CENTRAL HUDSON HAVERSTRAW

For tides at HAVERSTRAW, NEW YORK

 1 Tue   6:34 0.2 No AM High  7:07 0.2 12:08 3.7 2 Wed   7:09 0.3 12:30 3.2  7:45 0.2 12:41 3.6 3 Thu   7:40 0.5  1:09 3.0  8:23 0.4  1:14 3.5 4 Fri S  8:09 0.6  1:50 2.9  9:02 0.5  1:50 3.4 5 Sat   8:38 0.8  2:35 2.8  9:48 0.6  2:33 3.3 6 Sun   8:20 0.9  2:23 2.7  9:47 0.7  2:23 3.2 7 Mon @  9:36 1.0  3:13 2.8 10:52 0.6  3:17 3.2 8 Tue  11:09 0.9  4:05 2.9 11:51 0.4  4:16 3.2 9 Wed  No AM Low  5:03 3.1 12:15 0.6  5:18 3.3 10 Thu  12:43 0.2  6:03 3.3  1:12 0.3  6:23 3.5 11 Fri E  1:33 -0.1  7:01 3.7  2:06 0.0  7:24 3.6 12 Sat   2:22 -0.4  7:55 4.0  2:59 -0.3  8:20 3.7 13 Sun   3:12 -0.6  8:45 4.2  3:53 -0.6  9:12 3.9 14 Mon #P  4:02 -0.7  9:34 4.4  4:45 -0.7 10:03 3.9 15 Tue   4:53 -0.7 10:23 4.5  5:37 -0.8 10:57 3.8 16 Wed   5:43 -0.6 11:15 4.4  6:29 -0.7 11:54 3.7 17 Thu N  6:34 -0.5 No AM High  7:21 -0.6 12:12 4.2 18 Fri   7:26 -0.2 12:56 3.5  8:15 -0.3  1:12 4.0 19 Sat   8:22 0.1  1:58 3.4  9:13 -0.1  2:13 3.7 20 Sun   9:24 0.3  2:58 3.3 10:15 0.1  3:12 3.5 21 Mon ^ 10:31 0.6  3:55 3.2 11:16 0.2  4:09 3.3 22 Tue  11:35 0.6  4:52 3.2 No PM Low  5:06 3.2 23 Wed  12:11 0.2  5:48 3.2 12:32 0.5  6:03 3.1 24 Thu E  1:00 0.2  6:43 3.3  1:24 0.4  6:58 3.0 25 Fri   1:44 0.1  7:32 3.5  2:11 0.3  7:48 3.1 26 Sat   2:27 0.1  8:17 3.5  2:57 0.2  8:33 3.1 27 Sun A  3:08 0.1  8:57 3.7  3:40 0.1  9:14 3.1 28 Mon   3:48 0.1  9:33 3.7  4:23 0.0  9:53 3.1 29 Tue %  4:28 0.1 10:08 3.7  5:05 -0.1 10:30 3.0 30 Wed   5:07 0.2 10:41 3.7  5:45 -0.1 11:07 3.0

DATE
DAY

 AM LOW AM HIGH PM LOW PM HIGH
 TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT

Moon
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NOVEMBER 2016 TIDES
SEA TOW CENTRAL HUDSON battery

For tides at NEW YORK (The Battery)

 1 Tue   3:52 0.3  9:53 5.2  4:25 0.2 10:15 4.4 2 Wed   4:27 0.4 10:26 5.0  5:03 0.3 10:54 4.2 3 Thu   4:58 0.6 10:59 4.8  5:41 0.5 11:35 4.0 4 Fri S  5:27 0.8 11:35 4.7  6:20 0.6 No PM High 5 Sat   5:56 1.0 12:20 3.9  7:06 0.8 12:18 4.6 6 Sun   5:38 1.1  1:08 3.8  7:05 0.9 12:08 4.5 7 Mon @  6:54 1.2 12:58 3.9  8:10 0.8  1:02 4.5 8 Tue   8:27 1.1  1:50 4.0  9:09 0.5  2:01 4.5 9 Wed   9:33 0.8  2:48 4.3 10:01 0.2  3:03 4.6 10 Thu  10:30 0.4  3:48 4.6 10:51 -0.1  4:08 4.8 11 Fri E 11:24 0.0  4:46 5.1 11:40 -0.5  5:09 5.0 12 Sat  No AM Low  5:40 5.5 12:17 -0.4  6:05 5.2 13 Sun  12:30 -0.7  6:30 5.9  1:11 -0.7  6:57 5.4 14 Mon #P  1:20 -0.9  7:19 6.1  2:03 -0.9  7:48 5.4 15 Tue   2:11 -0.9  8:08 6.2  2:55 -1.0  8:42 5.3 16 Wed   3:01 -0.8  9:00 6.1  3:47 -0.9  9:39 5.1 17 Thu N  3:52 -0.6  9:57 5.8  4:39 -0.7 10:41 4.9 18 Fri   4:44 -0.3 10:57 5.5  5:33 -0.4 11:43 4.7 19 Sat   5:40 0.1 11:58 5.2  6:31 -0.1 No PM High 20 Sun   6:42 0.4 12:43 4.6  7:33 0.1 12:57 4.9 21 Mon ^  7:49 0.7  1:40 4.5  8:34 0.2  1:54 4.6 22 Tue   8:53 0.7  2:37 4.5  9:29 0.2  2:51 4.4 23 Wed   9:50 0.6  3:33 4.5 10:18 0.2  3:48 4.3 24 Thu E 10:42 0.5  4:28 4.6 11:02 0.1  4:43 4.2 25 Fri  11:29 0.4  5:17 4.8 11:45 0.1  5:33 4.3 26 Sat  No AM Low  6:02 4.9 12:15 0.2  6:18 4.3 27 Sun A 12:26 0.1  6:42 5.1 12:58 0.1  6:59 4.3 28 Mon   1:06 0.1  7:18 5.1  1:41 0.0  7:38 4.3 29 Tue %  1:46 0.1  7:53 5.1  2:23 -0.1  8:15 4.2 30 Wed   2:25 0.2  8:26 5.1  3:03 -0.1  8:52 4.1

$179
a year

49¢ 
a day!

HaverstrawTarrytown

Spuyten DuyvilThe Battery

DATE
DAY

 AM LOW AM HIGH PM LOW PM HIGH
 TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT

Moon
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NOVEMBER 2016 TIDES
SEA TOW CENTRAL HUDSON TARRYTOWN

For tides at TARRYTOWN, NEW YORK

 1 Tue   5:49 0.2 11:42 3.6  6:22 0.1 No PM High 2 Wed   6:24 0.3 12:04 3.1  7:00 0.2 12:15 3.5 3 Thu   6:55 0.4 12:43 2.9  7:38 0.3 12:48 3.4 4 Fri S  7:24 0.6  1:24 2.8  8:17 0.4  1:24 3.3 5 Sat   7:53 0.7  2:09 2.7  9:03 0.6  2:07 3.2 6 Sun   7:35 0.8  2:57 2.7  9:02 0.6  1:57 3.1 7 Mon @  8:51 0.8  2:47 2.7 10:07 0.6  2:51 3.1 8 Tue  10:24 0.8  3:39 2.8 11:06 0.3  3:50 3.1 9 Wed  11:30 0.6  4:37 3.0 11:58 0.1  4:52 3.2 10 Thu  No AM Low  5:37 3.2 12:27 0.3  5:57 3.4 11 Fri E 12:48 -0.1  6:35 3.6  1:21 0.0  6:58 3.5 12 Sat   1:37 -0.3  7:29 3.9  2:14 -0.3  7:54 3.6 13 Sun   2:27 -0.5  8:19 4.1  3:08 -0.5  8:46 3.8 14 Mon #P  3:17 -0.6  9:08 4.3  4:00 -0.6  9:37 3.8 15 Tue   4:08 -0.6  9:57 4.3  4:52 -0.7 10:31 3.7 16 Wed   4:58 -0.6 10:49 4.3  5:44 -0.6 11:28 3.6 17 Thu N  5:49 -0.4 11:46 4.1  6:36 -0.5 No PM High 18 Fri   6:41 -0.2 12:30 3.4  7:30 -0.3 12:46 3.9 19 Sat   7:37 0.1  1:32 3.3  8:28 -0.1  1:47 3.6 20 Sun   8:39 0.3  2:32 3.2  9:30 0.1  2:46 3.4 21 Mon ^  9:46 0.5  3:29 3.1 10:31 0.1  3:43 3.2 22 Tue  10:50 0.5  4:26 3.1 11:26 0.1  4:40 3.1 23 Wed  11:47 0.4  5:22 3.1 No PM Low  5:37 3.0 24 Thu E 12:15 0.1  6:17 3.2 12:39 0.3  6:32 2.9 25 Fri  12:59 0.1  7:06 3.4  1:26 0.3  7:22 3.0 26 Sat   1:42 0.1  7:51 3.4  2:12 0.1  8:07 3.0 27 Sun A  2:23 0.1  8:31 3.6  2:55 0.1  8:48 3.0 28 Mon   3:03 0.1  9:07 3.6  3:38 0.0  9:27 3.0 29 Tue %  3:43 0.1  9:42 3.6  4:20 -0.1 10:04 2.9 30 Wed   4:22 0.1 10:15 3.6  5:00 -0.1 10:41 2.9

http://www.optides.com/
http://www.optides.com/
http://www.optides.com/
http://www.optides.com/
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Peekskill Newburgh

Kingston
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Poughkeepsie

800-4-SEATOW                           seatow.com
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NOW!
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DATE
DAY

 AM LOW AM HIGH PM LOW PM HIGH
 TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT

Moon
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NOVEMBER 2016 TIDES
SEA TOW CENTRAL HUDSON PEEKSKILL

For tides at PEEKSKILL, NEW YORK

 1 Tue   6:55 0.2 12:06 2.9  7:28 0.1 12:21 3.3 2 Wed   7:30 0.3 12:43 2.8  8:06 0.2 12:54 3.2 3 Thu   8:01 0.4  1:22 2.7  8:44 0.3  1:27 3.1 4 Fri S  8:30 0.5  2:03 2.6  9:23 0.4  2:03 3.0 5 Sat   8:59 0.6  2:48 2.5 10:09 0.5  2:46 2.9 6 Sun   8:41 0.7  2:36 2.4 10:08 0.6  2:36 2.9 7 Mon @  9:57 0.8  3:26 2.5 11:13 0.5  3:30 2.9 8 Tue  11:30 0.7  4:18 2.6 No PM Low  4:29 2.9 9 Wed  12:12 0.3  5:16 2.8 12:36 0.5  5:31 2.9 10 Thu   1:04 0.1  6:16 2.9  1:33 0.3  6:36 3.1 11 Fri E  1:54 -0.1  7:14 3.3  2:27 0.0  7:37 3.2 12 Sat   2:43 -0.3  8:08 3.5  3:20 -0.3  8:33 3.3 13 Sun   3:33 -0.4  8:58 3.8  4:14 -0.4  9:25 3.5 14 Mon #P  4:23 -0.6  9:47 3.9  5:06 -0.6 10:16 3.5 15 Tue   5:14 -0.6 10:36 4.0  5:58 -0.6 11:10 3.4 16 Wed   6:04 -0.5 11:28 3.9  6:50 -0.6 No PM High 17 Thu N  6:55 -0.4 12:07 3.3  7:42 -0.4 12:25 3.7 18 Fri   7:47 -0.2  1:09 3.1  8:36 -0.3  1:25 3.5 19 Sat   8:43 0.1  2:11 3.0  9:34 -0.1  2:26 3.3 20 Sun   9:45 0.3  3:11 2.9 10:36 0.1  3:25 3.1 21 Mon ^ 10:52 0.4  4:08 2.9 11:37 0.1  4:22 2.9 22 Tue  11:56 0.4  5:05 2.9 No PM Low  5:19 2.8 23 Wed  12:32 0.1  6:01 2.9 12:53 0.4  6:16 2.8 24 Thu E  1:21 0.1  6:56 2.9  1:45 0.3  7:11 2.7 25 Fri   2:05 0.1  7:45 3.1  2:32 0.3  8:01 2.8 26 Sat   2:48 0.1  8:30 3.1  3:18 0.1  8:46 2.8 27 Sun A  3:29 0.1  9:10 3.3  4:01 0.1  9:27 2.8 28 Mon   4:09 0.1  9:46 3.3  4:44 0.0 10:06 2.8 29 Tue %  4:49 0.1 10:21 3.3  5:26 -0.1 10:43 2.7 30 Wed   5:28 0.1 10:54 3.3  6:06 -0.1 11:20 2.6

DATE
DAY

 AM LOW AM HIGH PM LOW PM HIGH
 TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT

Moon
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NOVEMBER 2016 TIDES
SEA TOW CENTRAL HUDSON NEWBURGH

For tides at NEWBURGH, NEW YORK

 1 Tue   7:55 0.2  1:24 2.9  8:28 0.1  1:39 3.2 2 Wed   8:30 0.3  2:01 2.7  9:06 0.2  2:12 3.1 3 Thu   9:01 0.4  2:40 2.6  9:44 0.3  2:45 3.0 4 Fri S  9:30 0.5  3:21 2.5 10:23 0.4  3:21 2.9 5 Sat   9:59 0.6  4:06 2.4 11:09 0.5  4:04 2.9 6 Sun   9:41 0.7  3:54 2.4 11:08 0.6  3:54 2.8 7 Mon @ 10:57 0.8  4:44 2.4 No PM Low  4:48 2.8 8 Tue  12:13 0.5  5:36 2.5 12:30 0.7  5:47 2.8 9 Wed   1:12 0.3  6:34 2.7  1:36 0.5  6:49 2.9 10 Thu   2:04 0.1  7:34 2.9  2:33 0.3  7:54 3.0 11 Fri E  2:54 -0.1  8:32 3.2  3:27 0.0  8:55 3.1 12 Sat   3:43 -0.3  9:26 3.4  4:20 -0.3  9:51 3.2 13 Sun   4:33 -0.4 10:16 3.7  5:14 -0.4 10:43 3.3 14 Mon #P  5:23 -0.6 11:05 3.8  6:06 -0.6 11:34 3.3 15 Tue   6:14 -0.6 11:54 3.8  6:58 -0.6 No PM High 16 Wed   7:04 -0.5 12:28 3.3  7:50 -0.6 12:46 3.8 17 Thu N  7:55 -0.4  1:25 3.2  8:42 -0.4  1:43 3.6 18 Fri   8:47 -0.2  2:27 3.0  9:36 -0.3  2:43 3.4 19 Sat   9:43 0.1  3:29 2.9 10:34 -0.1  3:44 3.2 20 Sun  10:45 0.3  4:29 2.9 11:36 0.1  4:43 3.0 21 Mon ^ 11:52 0.4  5:26 2.8 No PM Low  5:40 2.9 22 Tue  12:37 0.1  6:23 2.8 12:56 0.4  6:37 2.7 23 Wed   1:32 0.1  7:19 2.8  1:53 0.4  7:34 2.7 24 Thu E  2:21 0.1  8:14 2.9  2:45 0.3  8:29 2.6 25 Fri   3:05 0.1  9:03 3.0  3:32 0.3  9:19 2.7 26 Sat   3:48 0.1  9:48 3.0  4:18 0.1 10:04 2.7 27 Sun A  4:29 0.1 10:28 3.2  5:01 0.1 10:45 2.7 28 Mon   5:09 0.1 11:04 3.2  5:44 0.0 11:24 2.7 29 Tue %  5:49 0.1 11:39 3.2  6:26 -0.1 No PM High 30 Wed   6:28 0.1 12:01 2.6  7:06 -0.1 12:12 3.2

DATE
DAY

 AM LOW AM HIGH PM LOW PM HIGH
 TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT

Moon

© 2015 OPTides • All Rights Reserved • www.optides.com • 609-412-6775

NOVEMBER 2016 TIDES
SEA TOW CENTRAL HUDSON poughkeepsie

For tides at POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK

 1 Tue   8:38 0.2  2:12 3.1  9:11 0.1  2:27 3.5 2 Wed   9:13 0.3  2:49 3.0  9:49 0.2  3:00 3.4 3 Thu   9:44 0.4  3:28 2.9 10:27 0.3  3:33 3.3 4 Fri S 10:13 0.5  4:09 2.7 11:06 0.4  4:09 3.2 5 Sat  10:42 0.7  4:54 2.7 11:52 0.5  4:52 3.1 6 Sun  10:24 0.7  4:42 2.6 11:51 0.6  4:42 3.1 7 Mon @ 11:40 0.8  5:32 2.7 No PM Low  5:36 3.1 8 Tue  12:56 0.5  6:24 2.7  1:13 0.7  6:35 3.1 9 Wed   1:55 0.3  7:22 2.9  2:19 0.5  7:37 3.1 10 Thu   2:47 0.1  8:22 3.1  3:16 0.3  8:42 3.3 11 Fri E  3:37 -0.1  9:20 3.5  4:10 0.0  9:43 3.4 12 Sat   4:26 -0.3 10:14 3.7  5:03 -0.3 10:39 3.5 13 Sun   5:16 -0.5 11:04 4.0  5:57 -0.5 11:31 3.7 14 Mon #P  6:06 -0.6 11:53 4.1  6:49 -0.6 No PM High 15 Tue   6:57 -0.6 12:22 3.7  7:41 -0.7 12:42 4.2 16 Wed   7:47 -0.5  1:16 3.6  8:33 -0.6  1:34 4.1 17 Thu N  8:38 -0.4  2:13 3.5  9:25 -0.5  2:31 3.9 18 Fri   9:30 -0.2  3:15 3.3 10:19 -0.3  3:31 3.7 19 Sat  10:26 0.1  4:17 3.2 11:17 -0.1  4:32 3.5 20 Sun  11:28 0.3  5:17 3.1 No PM Low  5:31 3.3 21 Mon ^ 12:19 0.1  6:14 3.1 12:35 0.5  6:28 3.1 22 Tue   1:20 0.1  7:11 3.1  1:39 0.5  7:25 3.0 23 Wed   2:15 0.1  8:07 3.1  2:36 0.4  8:22 2.9 24 Thu E  3:04 0.1  9:02 3.1  3:28 0.3  9:17 2.9 25 Fri   3:48 0.1  9:51 3.3  4:15 0.3 10:07 2.9 26 Sat   4:31 0.1 10:36 3.3  5:01 0.1 10:52 2.9 27 Sun A  5:12 0.1 11:16 3.5  5:44 0.1 11:33 2.9 28 Mon   5:52 0.1 11:52 3.5  6:27 0.0 No PM High 29 Tue %  6:32 0.1 12:12 2.9  7:09 -0.1 12:27 3.5 30 Wed   7:11 0.1 12:49 2.9  7:49 -0.1  1:00 3.5

DATE
DAY

 AM LOW AM HIGH PM LOW PM HIGH
 TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT

Moon
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NOVEMBER 2016 TIDES
SEA TOW CENTRAL HUDSON kingston

For tides at KINGSTON, NEW YORK

 1 Tue   9:26 0.3  2:58 4.0  9:59 0.2  3:13 4.6 2 Wed  10:01 0.3  3:35 3.9 10:37 0.3  3:46 4.4 3 Thu  10:32 0.5  4:14 3.7 11:15 0.4  4:19 4.2 4 Fri S 11:01 0.7  4:55 3.5 11:54 0.5  4:55 4.1 5 Sat  11:30 0.9  5:40 3.4 No PM Low  5:38 4.0 6 Sun  12:40/11:12  5:28 3.3 No PM Low  5:28 4.0 7 Mon @  1:39 0.8  6:18 3.4 12:28 1.0  6:22 4.0 8 Tue   1:44 0.7  7:10 3.5  2:01 0.9  7:21 4.0 9 Wed   2:43 0.4  8:08 3.8  3:07 0.7  8:23 4.0 10 Thu   3:35 0.2  9:08 4.0  4:04 0.3  9:28 4.2 11 Fri E  4:25 -0.1 10:06 4.5  4:58 0.0 10:29 4.4 12 Sat   5:14 -0.4 11:00 4.8  5:51 -0.3 11:25 4.6 13 Sun   6:04 -0.6 11:50 5.2  6:45 -0.6 No PM High 14 Mon #P  6:54 -0.8 12:17 4.8  7:37 -0.8 12:39 5.4 15 Tue   7:45 -0.8  1:08 4.8  8:29 -0.9  1:28 5.5 16 Wed   8:35 -0.7  2:02 4.7  9:21 -0.8  2:20 5.4 17 Thu N  9:26 -0.5  2:59 4.5 10:13 -0.6  3:17 5.1 18 Fri  10:18 -0.3  4:01 4.3 11:07 -0.3  4:17 4.8 19 Sat  11:14 0.1  5:03 4.1 No PM Low  5:18 4.6 20 Sun  12:05 -0.1  6:03 4.0 12:16 0.3  6:17 4.3 21 Mon ^  1:07 0.1  7:00 4.0  1:23 0.6  7:14 4.0 22 Tue   2:08 0.2  7:57 4.0  2:27 0.6  8:11 3.9 23 Wed   3:03 0.2  8:53 4.0  3:24 0.5  9:08 3.8 24 Thu E  3:52 0.2  9:48 4.0  4:16 0.4 10:03 3.7 25 Fri   4:36 0.1 10:37 4.2  5:03 0.3 10:53 3.8 26 Sat   5:19 0.1 11:22 4.3  5:49 0.2 11:38 3.8 27 Sun A  6:00 0.1 No AM High  6:32 0.1 12:02 4.5 28 Mon   6:40 0.1 12:19 3.8  7:15 0.0 12:38 4.5 29 Tue %  7:20 0.1 12:58 3.8  7:57 -0.1  1:13 4.5 30 Wed   7:59 0.2  1:35 3.7  8:37 -0.1  1:46 4.5

http://www.optides.com/
http://www.optides.com/
http://www.optides.com/
http://www.optides.com/
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DATE
DAY

 AM LOW AM HIGH PM LOW PM HIGH
 TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT

Moon

© 2015 OPTides • All Rights Reserved • www.optides.com • 609-412-6775

NOVEMBER 2016 TIDES
SEA TOW CENTRAL HUDSON albany

For tides at ALBANY NEW YORK

 1 Tue  12:49 0.2  6:07 4.9 12:47 0.2  6:16 5.5 2 Wed   1:30 0.3  6:46 4.7  1:19 0.4  6:40 5.5 3 Thu   2:11 0.4  7:25 4.6  1:50 0.5  6:54 5.5 4 Fri S  2:52 0.5  8:04 4.5  2:24 0.5  7:26 5.5 5 Sat   3:36 0.5  8:43 4.4  3:06 0.6  8:09 5.5 6 Sun   3:24 0.6  8:30 4.4  2:58 0.7  8:00 5.4 7 Mon @  4:16 0.6  9:28 4.4  4:03 0.8  8:58 5.3 8 Tue   5:12 0.6 10:30 4.5  5:16 0.8 10:10 5.2 9 Wed   6:08 0.5 11:30 4.7  6:26 0.7 11:34 5.1 10 Thu   7:04 0.3 No AM High  7:31 0.5 12:27 5.0 11 Fri E  7:58 0.2 12:41 5.2  8:31 0.3  1:19 5.3 12 Sat   8:49 0.0  1:39 5.3  9:27 0.0  2:07 5.6 13 Sun   9:40 -0.2  2:31 5.4 10:22 -0.2  2:53 5.8 14 Mon #P 10:29 -0.2  3:22 5.4 11:14 -0.3  3:38 5.9 15 Tue  11:18 -0.3  4:13 5.3 No PM Low  4:26 5.9 16 Wed  12:07 -0.4  5:06 5.2 12:08 -0.2  5:17 5.9 17 Thu N 12:59 -0.3  6:03 5.1 12:58 -0.1  6:13 5.7 18 Fri   1:51 -0.3  7:02 5.0  1:51 0.0  7:15 5.5 19 Sat   2:45 -0.2  8:02 5.0  2:46 0.1  8:17 5.4 20 Sun   3:39 -0.1  9:02 5.0  3:42 0.3  9:19 5.3 21 Mon ^  4:33 -0.1 10:00 5.1  4:41 0.3 10:18 5.2 22 Tue   5:26 0.0 10:56 5.1  5:39 0.4 11:16 5.1 23 Wed   6:18 -0.1 11:52 5.2  6:36 0.4 No PM High 24 Thu E  7:08 -0.1 12:11 5.1  7:32 0.3 12:45 5.4 25 Fri   7:56 -0.1  1:04 5.1  8:24 0.2  1:34 5.5 26 Sat   8:41 -0.1  1:53 5.1  9:13 0.1  2:19 5.6 27 Sun A  9:23 0.0  2:39 5.0  9:59 0.0  3:01 5.7 28 Mon  10:03 0.0  3:22 5.0 10:43 0.0  3:39 5.7 29 Tue % 10:41 0.1  4:04 4.8 11:26 0.0  4:14 5.6 30 Wed  11:18 0.2  4:44 4.7 No PM Low  4:45 5.6

DATE
DAY

 AM LOW AM HIGH PM LOW PM HIGH
 TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT

Moon
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NOVEMBER 2016 TIDES
SEA TOW CENTRAL HUDSON castleton

For tides at CASTLETON, NEW YORK

 1 Tue  No AM Low  5:50 4.9 12:18 0.2  5:59 5.5 2 Wed   1:01 0.3  6:29 4.7 12:50 0.4  6:23 5.5 3 Thu   1:42 0.4  7:08 4.6  1:21 0.5  6:37 5.5 4 Fri S  2:23 0.5  7:47 4.5  1:55 0.5  7:09 5.5 5 Sat   3:07 0.5  8:26 4.4  2:37 0.6  7:52 5.5 6 Sun   2:55 0.6  8:13 4.4  2:29 0.7  7:43 5.4 7 Mon @  3:47 0.6  9:11 4.4  3:34 0.8  8:41 5.3 8 Tue   4:43 0.6 10:13 4.5  4:47 0.8  9:53 5.2 9 Wed   5:39 0.5 11:13 4.7  5:57 0.7 11:17 5.1 10 Thu   6:35 0.3 No AM High  7:02 0.5 12:10 5.0 11 Fri E  7:29 0.2 12:24 5.2  8:02 0.3  1:02 5.3 12 Sat   8:20 0.0  1:22 5.3  8:58 0.0  1:50 5.6 13 Sun   9:11 -0.2  2:14 5.4  9:53 -0.2  2:36 5.8 14 Mon #P 10:00 -0.2  3:05 5.4 10:45 -0.3  3:21 5.9 15 Tue  10:49 -0.3  3:56 5.3 11:38 -0.4  4:09 5.9 16 Wed  11:39 -0.2  4:49 5.2 No PM Low  5:00 5.9 17 Thu N 12:30 -0.3  5:46 5.1 12:29 -0.1  5:56 5.7 18 Fri   1:22 -0.3  6:45 5.0  1:22 0.0  6:58 5.5 19 Sat   2:16 -0.2  7:45 5.0  2:17 0.1  8:00 5.4 20 Sun   3:10 -0.1  8:45 5.0  3:13 0.3  9:02 5.3 21 Mon ^  4:04 -0.1  9:43 5.1  4:12 0.3 10:01 5.2 22 Tue   4:57 0.0 10:39 5.1  5:10 0.4 10:59 5.1 23 Wed   5:49 -0.1 11:35 5.2  6:07 0.4 11:54 5.1 24 Thu E  6:39 -0.1 No AM High  7:03 0.3 12:28 5.4 25 Fri   7:27 -0.1 12:47 5.1  7:55 0.2  1:17 5.5 26 Sat   8:12 -0.1  1:36 5.1  8:44 0.1  2:02 5.6 27 Sun A  8:54 0.0  2:22 5.0  9:30 0.0  2:44 5.7 28 Mon   9:34 0.0  3:05 5.0 10:14 0.0  3:22 5.7 29 Tue % 10:12 0.1  3:47 4.8 10:57 0.0  3:57 5.6 30 Wed  10:49 0.2  4:27 4.7 11:38 0.1  4:28 5.6

Your local on-water  
assistance experts.

Hudson

Albany Troy

Castleton

$179
a year

49¢ 
a day!

DATE
DAY

 AM LOW AM HIGH PM LOW PM HIGH
 TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT

Moon
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NOVEMBER 2016 TIDES
SEA TOW CENTRAL HUDSON hudson

For tides at HUDSON, NEW YORK

 1 Tue  11:04 0.3  4:36 4.0 11:37 0.2  4:51 4.6 2 Wed  11:39 0.3  5:13 3.9 No PM Low  5:24 4.4 3 Thu  12:15 0.3  5:52 3.7 12:10 0.5  5:57 4.2 4 Fri S 12:53 0.4  6:33 3.5 12:39 0.7  6:33 4.1 5 Sat   1:32 0.5  7:18 3.4  1:08 0.9  7:16 4.0 6 Sun   2:18 0.7  7:06 3.3 12:50 0.9  7:06 4.0 7 Mon @  2:17 0.8  7:56 3.4  2:06 1.0  8:00 4.0 8 Tue   3:22 0.7  8:48 3.5  3:39 0.9  8:59 4.0 9 Wed   4:21 0.4  9:46 3.8  4:45 0.7 10:01 4.0 10 Thu   5:13 0.2 10:46 4.0  5:42 0.3 11:06 4.2 11 Fri E  6:03 -0.1 11:44 4.5  6:36 0.0 No PM High 12 Sat   6:52 -0.4 12:07 4.4  7:29 -0.3 12:38 4.8 13 Sun   7:42 -0.6  1:03 4.6  8:23 -0.6  1:28 5.2 14 Mon #P  8:32 -0.8  1:55 4.8  9:15 -0.8  2:17 5.4 15 Tue   9:23 -0.8  2:46 4.8 10:07 -0.9  3:06 5.5 16 Wed  10:13 -0.7  3:40 4.7 10:59 -0.8  3:58 5.4 17 Thu N 11:04 -0.5  4:37 4.5 11:51 -0.6  4:55 5.1 18 Fri  11:56 -0.3  5:39 4.3 No PM Low  5:55 4.8 19 Sat  12:45 -0.3  6:41 4.1 12:52 0.1  6:56 4.6 20 Sun   1:43 -0.1  7:41 4.0  1:54 0.3  7:55 4.3 21 Mon ^  2:45 0.1  8:38 4.0  3:01 0.6  8:52 4.0 22 Tue   3:46 0.2  9:35 4.0  4:05 0.6  9:49 3.9 23 Wed   4:41 0.2 10:31 4.0  5:02 0.5 10:46 3.8 24 Thu E  5:30 0.2 11:26 4.0  5:54 0.4 11:41 3.7 25 Fri   6:14 0.1 No AM High  6:41 0.3 12:15 4.2 26 Sat   6:57 0.1 12:31 3.8  7:27 0.2  1:00 4.3 27 Sun A  7:38 0.1  1:16 3.8  8:10 0.1  1:40 4.5 28 Mon   8:18 0.1  1:57 3.8  8:53 0.0  2:16 4.5 29 Tue %  8:58 0.1  2:36 3.8  9:35 -0.1  2:51 4.5 30 Wed   9:37 0.2  3:13 3.7 10:15 -0.1  3:24 4.5

DATE
DAY

 AM LOW AM HIGH PM LOW PM HIGH
 TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT TIME/HEIGHT

Moon
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NOVEMBER 2016 TIDES
SEA TOW CENTRAL HUDSON troy

For tides at TROY, NEW YORK

 1 Tue  12:59 0.2  6:15 4.9 12:57 0.2  6:24 5.5 2 Wed   1:40 0.3  6:54 4.7  1:29 0.4  6:48 5.5 3 Thu   2:21 0.4  7:33 4.6  2:00 0.5  7:02 5.5 4 Fri S  3:02 0.5  8:12 4.5  2:34 0.5  7:34 5.5 5 Sat   3:46 0.5  8:51 4.4  3:16 0.6  8:17 5.5 6 Sun   3:34 0.6  8:38 4.4  3:08 0.7  8:08 5.4 7 Mon @  4:26 0.6  9:36 4.4  4:13 0.8  9:06 5.3 8 Tue   5:22 0.6 10:38 4.5  5:26 0.8 10:18 5.2 9 Wed   6:18 0.5 11:38 4.7  6:36 0.7 11:42 5.1 10 Thu   7:14 0.3 No AM High  7:41 0.5 12:35 5.0 11 Fri E  8:08 0.2 12:49 5.2  8:41 0.3  1:27 5.3 12 Sat   8:59 0.0  1:47 5.3  9:37 0.0  2:15 5.6 13 Sun   9:50 -0.2  2:39 5.4 10:32 -0.2  3:01 5.8 14 Mon #P 10:39 -0.2  3:30 5.4 11:24 -0.3  3:46 5.9 15 Tue  11:28 -0.3  4:21 5.3 No PM Low  4:34 5.9 16 Wed  12:17 -0.4  5:14 5.2 12:18 -0.2  5:25 5.9 17 Thu N  1:09 -0.3  6:11 5.1  1:08 -0.1  6:21 5.7 18 Fri   2:01 -0.3  7:10 5.0  2:01 0.0  7:23 5.5 19 Sat   2:55 -0.2  8:10 5.0  2:56 0.1  8:25 5.4 20 Sun   3:49 -0.1  9:10 5.0  3:52 0.3  9:27 5.3 21 Mon ^  4:43 -0.1 10:08 5.1  4:51 0.3 10:26 5.2 22 Tue   5:36 0.0 11:04 5.1  5:49 0.4 11:24 5.1 23 Wed   6:28 -0.1 No AM High  6:46 0.4 Noon 5.2 24 Thu E  7:18 -0.1 12:19 5.1  7:42 0.3 12:53 5.4 25 Fri   8:06 -0.1  1:12 5.1  8:34 0.2  1:42 5.5 26 Sat   8:51 -0.1  2:01 5.1  9:23 0.1  2:27 5.6 27 Sun A  9:33 0.0  2:47 5.0 10:09 0.0  3:09 5.7 28 Mon  10:13 0.0  3:30 5.0 10:53 0.0  3:47 5.7 29 Tue % 10:51 0.1  4:12 4.8 11:36 0.0  4:22 5.6 30 Wed  11:28 0.2  4:52 4.7 No PM Low  4:53 5.6

http://www.optides.com/
http://www.optides.com/
http://www.optides.com/
http://www.optides.com/
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Reserve Now for Spring 2017
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White’s    Hudson River Marina
New Hamberg, NY 12590 

5 miles south of Poughkeepsie on the Hudson River
CLEARANCE PRICES ON ALL MERCURY OUTBOARDS

• Engine & Outdrive Service
• Shaft, Strut & Prop Service
• 25 Ton Open-End Lift
• Launch Ramp 
•  Gas/Diesel
• Pump-Out

A FULL SERVICE MARINA

845-297-8520

 

Learn All Aspects of Minor Gelcoat Repairs.

Instructor - Dave Weakley,
      Boating On The Hudson & Beyond magazine’s “Ask Dr. Gel”

Certi�ed professional with over 40 yrs experience
 This is the perfect opportunity to become skilled at 

minor Gelcoat, Fiberglass & Poly�ake repair.
americanboatrestoration.com      

 tel  518.577.7799  •  413.665.7424    email- boatrepair@aol.com
“Give me a call; you have nothing to lose and everything to gain”

GRINDING - MIXING - CATALYZING - SPRAYING - SANDING – BUFFING
Tips on best tools & materials to use
Training in Northampton, MA.

Ask 
Dr. Gel

Page
66

mailto:boatrepair@aol.com
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Thursday morning, October 14, 1943 
383 8th Air Force  heavy bombers—B-17’s 
and B-24’s—lifted off  from nineteen bases 
in southeastern England:  destination, the 
ball-bearing factories in Schweinfurt, in 
central Germany. Sixteen 305th Bomb 
Group, 364th Bomb Squadron B-17’s lift 
off  the runway in Chelveston, England. 
My wife Kathy’s uncle, Staff  Sergeant 
Russell Joseph Kiggins was a tail gunner 
on one of  the B-17’s. Schweinfurt was his 
sixth mission. 
Schweinfurt was very heavily defended. 

60 B-17’s—600 men—failed to return to 
England. The mission became known as 
Black Thursday. Thirteen of  the 364th’s 
B-17’s never even reached Schweinfurt, 
lost to machine guns, cannons, and 
rockets fired by swarms of  single- and 
twin-engined German fighters. Only 
three actually made bombing runs, 
and one was destroyed by rockets after 
releasing its bombs. Two B-17’s returned 
to Chelveston that evening. 130 men 
didn’t; Sergeant Kiggins was one of  them. 

by Ralph J Ferrusi

September 9, 2016, a month short 
of  73 years after Black Thursday, I 
clambered into the rear hatch of  the 
Collins Foundation B-17G NINE O 
NINE at Dutchess County Airport, 
hitting my back and then banging my 
head in the process.  The first thing 
I did was look back into the very 
cramped tail gunner’s compartment, 
way back in the very narrow rear 
of  the plane, past the tail-wheel 
mechanism, pretty much isolated 
from the rest of  the bomber.  Even 
the two waist gunner positions were 
barely in sight from there. I couldn’t 
imagine what it was like being alone 

there, in the cold, thin air at 25,000 
feet in the flak- and fighter-filled 
skies over Germany in 1943.  A big 
part of  the reason I was here today  
was to try to imagine this...
What lifetime events led me to 

this moment??? Back in the 60’s I’d 
read Martin Caidin’s Black Thursday 
(New York: Dell, NINE O NINE)the 
late 80’s and early 90’s I learned 
“Uncle Joe’s” story from my wife 
Kathy and her family. In the “Uncle 
Joe” section of  my own 2007 book, 
Uncle Ben, Uncle Bob, Uncle Joe, 
Uncle Pete, P.D., and Pop—Bataan, 

NINE
0

NINE

NINE
0

NINE

The
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^ The author, Mark Kollor and Paul Kollar about to climb in and fly.
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Saipan, Schweinfurt, the Bulge, 
Guadalcanal, and the Philippines 
1945—I quoted an excerpt from 
Martin Caidin’s book (his heirs 
graciously gave me permission to 
use it). 
As related in A Tale of  Two 

Mustangs in the 2015 BOATING 
On The Hudson & Beyond 
Holidays issuue, the Collins 
Foundation’s NINE O NINE, 
B-24H Witchcraft, and TP-51C 
Betty Jane visited the Dutchess 
County Airport in 2009, then 
returned in 2014 and 2015. I 
clambered through the very 
narrow confines of  the NINE O 
NINE and the Witchcraft, and 
wished I could come up with 
the $2500.00 for an hour’s flight 
in the Mustang. Rides in the 
bombers were a “mere” $450.00, 
but in ‘14 and ‘15 this seemed 
like a lot of  money. My old Army The navigator/bombardier’s compartment 

right in the nose - what a view!

^ Wright Cyclone R-1820 1200 horsepower engines.
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buddy Tommy Garrison e-mailed me 
that the Collins planes were coming 
back  September 9-11 2016. My 
birthday was the 12th: hmmm—I 
wasn’t getting any younger—maybe I 
should take a shot at a B-17 ride as an 
early birthday present??? 
Long story short I called the Collins 

Foundation and reserved a spot on 
the NINE O NINE for a flight at 1700 
hours on September 9, 2016. They 
said to get to the airport around 2:00 
PM on the Big Day and to let Jamie 
know I was flying on the NINE O 
NINE. Here’s the long and the short 
of  it:  
As in 2014 and 2015, I joined a small 

group on Route 376 at the end of  the 
airport’s long east/west runway to 
await the arrival of  the Collins planes. 
It was 91 degrees, and muggy... 
The planes were coming up from 
Morristown, New Jersey, and were to 

 One of  two waist gunner positions.

^ Pilots and cockpit.
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 One of  two waist gunner positions.

arrive “around 1:30 or so”. At around 
2:00 PM I spotted a spec in the sky to 
the southwest, and, sure ‘nuff, it was 
the NINE O NINE. I stood by the road 
right in line with the runway, and as it 
roared over my head, gear and flaps 
down, I thought “I’ll soon be flying in 
that plane!!!” 
Paul Kollor was also at the end of  

the runway, and he and his son Mark 
were also going to be on the flight! It 
took a while for the rest of  the planes 
to show up, and when I spotted three 
specks in the sky, I knew they were the 
Witchcraft, the B-25N TONDELAYO, 
and the Collin’s newest addition, a TF-
51D Mustang two-seater  Toulouse 
Nuts***. 
Fast forward to 5:00 PM, and Paul, 

Mark, and I and seven others gathered, 
as ordered, next to the rear hatch of  
the 909 for a “briefing”. Two things 
stood out: we were told under no 
circumstances to touch any of  the 

cables running through the fuselage, or 
“We would be flying the plane........”. 
And, not to step on the bomb bays 
doors, or we might become a bomb... 
When we boarded, two guys—one 

a real old-timer—got to stand on the 
flight deck behind the pilots, three 
people were positioned in the radio 
room forward of  the bomb bay, and five 
of  us, including Paul, Mark, and myself  
essentially sat on the floor, belted into 
makeshift “seats”, in the waist gunner’s 
area, until the plane reached cruising 
altitude: about 3000 feet.  
The engines fired up, and the plane 

started vibrating, but us five couldn’t 
see anything! I could see out the rear 
hatch window, and had some idea what 
was going on. When I saw cars on 
376, I knew we were at the end of  the 
runway, and soon the four big Wright 
Cyclone R-1820 1200 horsepower 
engines opened up full throttle, and 
we were off ! I was very impressed by 

the acceleration: I was actually pushed 
towards the rear of  the plane. The five of  
us were all grinning like kids on Christmas 
morning.   
We finally leveled off  and were given the 

word we could walk around. Two things: 
the plane is very cramped: I banged my 
head about a dozen times, and us ten 
tourists had to do a lot of  dodging and 
tap-dancing not to knock each other over 
in our excitement to take it all in, and, 
take pictures. 
First I looked out the waist gunner’s 

windows, then threaded around the 
ball turret, through the bomb bay on a 
very narrow catwalk, and into the radio 
compartment, that had an opening to 
the sky. We’d been warned the 160 mph 
slipstream could tear off  our hats, glasses, 
and, our  cameras. I took some pictures—
carefully—then went up into the top 
turret, with its 360-degree view above the 
plane, and then to the flight deck. 
We had been told not to talk to the 

In the top turret, with its 360-degree view above the plane.
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pilots, so I took some pictures, 
then dropped down into 
the navigator/bombardier’s 
compartment right in the 
nose. Whadda view!!! We 
were heading up the Hudson. 
I’ve lived in the Hudson Valley 
my whole life, but in all the 
excitement, I couldn’t place 
any landmarks and figure out 
exactly where we were. We 
swung majestically around, 
and headed back to the 
airport. 
All in all, it was an 

AWESOME—I’d have to say 
thrilling—experience: LOUD, 
cramped, lotsa vibration, but, 
awesome. If  you have  
the inclination,  
Just Do It..................

*Postscript: As an added 
bonus, I got to sit in the 

cockpit of  the Toulouse Nuts: my 
THIRD Mustang cockpit.

Mustang fighter “Toulouse Nuts”.
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This quote is from Page 116 of 
Uncle Ben, Uncle Bob, Uncle Joe, 

Uncle Pete, P.D., and Pop: 

Martin Caidin, and Black 
Thursday came to this conclusion, 
concerning the men who flew the 
[Schweinfurt]mission.
From the Epilogue, pp. 272–273:
Thus Mission 115 passes into 
history. Black Thursday saw the 
most violent, savagely fought, and 
bloodiest of  all the battles in the 
titanic aerial conflict waged in the 
high arena over Germany.
Mission 115, you see, contributed 
to a tradition. Despite the most 
intense aerial opposition in the 
history of  man’s combat in the air, 
our bombers did not turn back. 
The men in the great Fortresses did 
not falter. Despite their fear—and 
terror was a companion aboard 
those bombers—they did not 
consider forfeiting the mission. 
No matter how cruel the test, no 
matter how many giant bombers 
writhed in flame, no matter how 
many formations split apart and 
plunged earthward, there was no 
question but that the survivors 
would continue.
That is their contribution to a 
tradition—that no American 
bomber force, once committed to 
battle, has ever turned back.

by Ralph J. Ferrusi

iUniverse.com, Barnes and Noble.com, and Amazon.com. 

Uncle Ben, Uncle BoB, Uncle 
Joe, Uncle Pete, P.D., anD PoP: 

Bataan, Saipan, Schweinfurt,  
the Bulge, Guadalcanal, and  

the Philippines 1945.

Available Now at:   
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Winters are busy for boaters because they are planning their 
trips and activities for the upcoming summer, so let’s begin that 
planning right now.
This past summer’s beautiful weather did not bring an increase 

to travel and traffic on the Hudson River/Champlain Canal.  
Boaters reported almost daily that “we were about the only ones 
up and down the river”.  Fuel prices were reasonable, so what 
was the problem?
The situation reminded me of  an article that BOTH’s own 

Editor John Vargo had written a couple of  years ago about 
the underutilization of  the Hudson River and NYS Canal 
System.   He and I are in agreement and have had subsequent 
conversations since then and have wondered - are we the only 
people who realize what a magnificent, clean and accessible 
Hudson River and NYS Canal System we have??  Are we the 
only people who can see the myriad of  opportunities for travel, 
exploration, fun and truly soulful experiences are found on the 
Hudson River and NYS Canal System??
Obviously we are not, but this magazine is currently the only 

publication devoted to the promotion of  the river and canal 
system.
Our media today has tuned into an aggressive, mean-spirited 

one that focuses on the bad, the negative and always looking 
for an answer to “What is Wrong”, instead of  “What Is Right”.  
One prime example up here on the HR/Champlain Canal  is 
the USEPA/General Electric Co. PCB Environmental Dredge 

Project that ended in the fall of  2015.
Our state, federal governments and environmental groups 

spent years trying to convince us that this was the most toxic and 
unhealthy river on earth, all the while never finding one person dead 
or alive whose health had been adversely affected by PCBs.  But, 
as a federal Superfund Site, it was decided that the section of  the 
Hudson River/Champlain Canal between Troy and Ft. Edward 
must be environmentally dredged to remove PCB laden sediment 
which would in turn lower the levels of  PCBs in the fish population.  
The EPA and NYS DEC determined that the only danger to human 
health was in eating 1 ton of  fish over a forty year period, and even 
then could not determine just what would 
happen to the human body.  The entire project was built on fear, 

conjecture and a political will that could see no reason beyond their 
own promotion, headlines and dollar signs.
Ok, Ok, but now that it is over and there is not a word from 

USEPA, NYSDEC, environmental groups or even the NYS Canal 
Corp that says “Come back, Come back, your Hudson River/
Champlain Canal is ready and waiting for you to enjoy!!!!”.  This 
silence is punctuated though by the continued drone that the river is 
still bad and needs years and years of  work to get it clean again.  One 
of  the highlights of  this past election year advertising was the one by 
a woman running for office on the stance of  cleaning up the filthy 
Hudson River while she is in a boat on the river with a beautiful blue 
sky and blue water set against the stately Kingston Lighthouse.  I 
could only shake my head that a politician would use the beauty and 
recreational possibilities of  the river to say that this is NOT the case 
and that we need her to clean it up for us.
So readers, it leaves the job of  telling the world about the wonders 

of  our Hudson River to us many businesses, clubs, chambers if  
commerce and men like John Vargo to do it!!!
Make 2017 the year to explore and do those things that you have 

wanted to do (even the young have Bucket Lists!).  Make it the year 
that you return to those places you went to long ago.  Make it the 
year to get your fiends together and boat with them, even if  you only 
have a weekend or a few days.  Make it the year to take a trip that will 
make your friends green with envy!!
Of  course one of  the best sources of  information about the Hudson 

River and connecting waterways in this magazine.  We know of  
boater who will take magazine and blindly find a page and a story or 
advertisement and then plan his trip!!   There are also guide books 
and charts to help you but we find that one of  the best ways to gather 
information is directly from other boaters.  So many travelers have 
their own blogs  nowadays and the websites for Active Captain and 
The Great American Loop have become primary sources for those 
who travel the inland waterways and entire eastern seaboard.
Another fun way to plan is to take a trip first by car.  We have people 

stopping by to check us, Schuylerville and Saratoga Springs out and 
then the next year we see them in a boat!  Think of  a few 
days enjoying the Adirondacks and Vermont by car and visiting 
Lake Champlain just to see what all of  the shouting is about on our 
magnificent 6th Great Lake.
If  you are in a yacht club find out about others in your federation 

and visit them.  Attend and support the various annual weekend 
events - the Steak and Chicken Bakes, Bar-B-Ques and holiday 
celebrations.  If  your club does not have such an event, plan one and 
raise those needed funds all the while meeting and new people and 
hearing their stories.
Although we don’t want to hear of  you spending your summers 

hours in front of  the computer, the cold winter is the perfect time 

by Judy Dean

NOW IS 
THE TIME 
TO PLAN 

YOUR 
TRIPS FOR 
SUMMER 

2017!
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for online investigations.  But don’t limit yourself  online 
only, we and other marinas, businesses and chambers of  
commerce welcome a friendly phone call.  And remember, 
there are no silly questions, this type of  trip planning is not 
a part of  your everyday life and we’d worry if  you didn’t 
have questions!
In a past article for this magazine I wrote of  the great 

things that you can do here at the Schuyler Yacht Basin, 

Schuylerville, Saratoga Springs and along the NYS 
Champlain Canal and Lake Champlain and I’d like to give 
you that list once again to get you started.
Our lives are lived so fast these days and we find that 

unless we do those things we want to do now , we may 
never have the chance again.  Make 2017 the year you 
do all of  those things, take all of  those trips that you’ve 
thought about and truly enjoy yourselves!!

Enjoying summer on the Hudson 
at Schuyler Yacht Basin/RV Park.

Beautiful garden patio at Schuyler 
Yacht Basin/RV Park.
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Some links you’ll need for your next trip:

Schuyler Yacht Basin/RV Park

Schuyler Yacht Basin/RV Park  www.scuyleryachtbasin.com
NYS Canal Corp.    www.canals.ny.gov
Southern Saratoga Chamber  www.southernsaratoga.org
Saratoga Co Chamber   www.saratoga.org
Schuylerville Chamber   www.schuylervillechamber.org
Hudson Crossing Park   www.hudsoncrossingpark.org
Lake Champlain Pub. Co.  www.lakechamplainpub.com
Lakes to Locks Passage  www.lakestolocks.org
Lk Champ Maritime Museum  www.lcmm.org
Parks & Trails NY   www.ptny.org 
Saratoga Nat. Hist. Park  www.nps.gov/sara
Erie Canalway Nat Heritage Area www.eriecanalway.org
Active Captain Interactive  www.activecaptain.com
 Cruising Guidebook
America’s Great Loop   www.greatloop.org
 Cruisers Assoc.

You can reach Judy Dean at
Schuyler Yacht Basin & RV Park
1 Ferry St
Schuylerville NY  12871
(518) 695-3193

http://www.scuyleryachtbasin.com/
http://www.canals.ny.gov/
http://www.southernsaratoga.org/
http://www.saratoga.org/
http://www.schuylervillechamber.org/
http://www.hudsoncrossingpark.org/
http://www.lakechamplainpub.com/
http://www.lakestolocks.org/
http://www.lcmm.org/
http://www.ptny.org/
http://www.nps.gov/sara
http://www.eriecanalway.org/
http://www.activecaptain.com/
http://www.greatloop.org/
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Waiting For A Lift
Once the lines are in hand, then it’s 

just a matter of holding on while 
the water level in the lock is raised 

or lowered (depending on your 
direction upstream or down).

Pulling Alongside
Locks are equipped with 

holding lines, and boat 
crews snag these lines with 

boathooks and haul in.

Entering The Lock
The green light means it’s OK to 

enter through the open gate. 
Since the lock sides are stone or 

cement, you’ll want to protect 
the sides of your boat by rigging 

fenders over the side.

A Flooded Lock
As you can see in the picture, 

the sailboat was heading 
upriver, so the lock was 

flooded to raise the boat to 
the upstream level.

Exit Gate Opening
When the lock water level 

matches the upstream level 
the upstream exit gate can 

be opened.

Bon Voyage
Lines are cast off, and the 

voyage is continued to 
deepwater Lake Champlain 

and beyond.

The Locks
at Waterford

The Locks are in regular 
recreational use by both 
local boaters - fishing, 
rowing, kayaking, canoeing 
- and also by long distance 
cruisers heading for their 
favorite seasonal waters. 
The process is fairly 
straightforward with a few 
basics. First, each lock is 
managed and maintained 
by a resident “Lockmaster”, 
whose job it is to insure 
timely and safe operation. 
As your boat nears a lock, 
contact is made with the 
Lockmaster over radio or 
cell phone. You’ll be advised 
of lock status and given 
a time estimate for lock 
availability for your passage. 
There is a traffic light signal 
at each lock gate and just 
as on the road, red means  
NO ENTRY.

Champlain
Canal
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Hudson 
Crossing 
Park

Welcome dock at Hudson 
Crossing Park just north  

of  Lock C5.
The next time you are at lock C5 pull into 
the dock on the northeast side and explore 
one of  the best kept secrets along the river.  
But, it won’t be a secret for long.  Hudson 
Crossing Park celebrates the Hudson River 
and the importance of  this location as a river 
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Visit My Website 
For Exciting New 

River View Listings

crossing point throughout history. You can see the remnants of  several 
crossings, but not so visible are the fordings made by travelers hundreds, 
even thousands, of  years ago. Designed and supported by the community, 
the award winning park is a place to connect with nature and learn about 
its historical significance. Visitors come to play, picnic, access the Hudson 
River and Champlain Canal, explore trails, and discover the multi-layered 
history that makes this area unique. The park also offers programs that 
are designed to nurture an appreciation for the ingenuity of  the past while 
inspiring choices for a healthy future for the community and the planet. 
Learn more about the park at: www.hudsoncrossingpark.org.

http://www.hudsoncrossingpark.org/
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Thank You For Visiting Us
On Beautiful Lake Mahopac
in 2016. Our Family and
Friends Look Forward to
Seeining You in 2017!

On the recent Canal Inspection Tour given each 
year by Canal Corporation Director Brian Stratton, 
officials, citizens and dignitaries got a glimpse of a new 
museum that opened right at Lock C-5 in Schuylerville, 
convenient to boaters and landlubbers alike.  The small-
yet-comprehensive display features information on 
the Champlain Canalway Water Trail, the history and 
construction of the modern lock system, illustrations 
about the 200 years of area commercial waterways, and 
a more.  A buoy boat, so named because it was used to 
service channel markers and maintain their supply of 

Canal Museum 
Opens At 
Lock C-5 in 
Schuylerville

 by Pete Bardunias, President/CEO, the 
Chamber of Southern Saratoga County

kerosene in a by-gone era of fossil fuel-powered lamps, has 
also been painstakingly maintained and is on display near 
the Museum entrance.

Also on display are GE gauges which are still in use at many 
electric generation stations along the Erie and Champlain 
Canals, a testament to the strength and soundness of 
American manufacturing since the Industrial Revolution. 
As the photos illustrate, this is a convenient and worthwhile 
stop on your next Champlain Canal cruise!
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140 Main Street
Cold Spring, NY 10516

phone 845-265-4113
www.mccaffreyrealty.com

Industrial space 
with a riverview 
waiting for your 
imagination

RIVERVIEW | $850,000 
This former local auto dealership, 
zoned as industrial, and located cen-
trally in the village on a major thor-
oughfare, has a ton of potential. Bring 
your vision, the possibilities are endless.

An impromptu celebration at the new museum at Lock 5 during the 
tugboat tour (L-R):  Beth Post-Lundquist, Director of Financial Aid, 
Skidmore College; Assemblywoman Carrie Woerner; Steve Gibbs, 
Sr. Manager, Hot Glass Programs, the Corning Museum of Glass; Bill 
Sweitzer, Marketing Director, the New York State Canal Corporation; 
Tim McInerney, Section Superintendent, the New York State Canal 
Corporation; Pete Bardunias, President/CEO, the Chamber of 
Southern Saratoga County.

For more information on cruising the Champlain Canal in 
2017 visit www.southernsaratoga.org or stop by the Southern 
Saratoga Information Center at the Clifton Park Rest Area on the 
I-87 Northway at Exit 9, or call (518) 371-3763.

One of the many fascinating artifacts at the Museum.

http://www.mccaffreyrealty.com/
http://www.southernsaratoga.org/
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Barges on top of barges – a fleet of canal barges planned for use on the New York State Canal System makes its way north, courtesy of a 
seagoing tug.  The barges are especially suited for the canals, being the right size, shape and draft to maximize the amount of cargo capacity on 
these narrow, relatively shallow waterways that limit maneuverability.  Photo courtesy of Sea Tow.

The tug “Margot”, with pilothouse lowered to clear low bridges in western NY, pushing a cargo of generators on the Erie Canal.  A 
modern variation on “low bridge, everybody down”, the “Margot’s” telescoping pilothouse enables it to politely duck under bridges and 
move its cargo to the most remote locations in New York State and beyond.  Photo courtesy of Bob Stopper, Lyons
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Bringing New York’s 
“Marine Northway” Back 
Into Commercial Action

by Pete Bardunias, President/CEO, the Chamber 
of Southern Saratoga County

As New York’s leading Chamber of  Commerce for the 
marine industry and advocate for the Canal System, it 
makes sense that the Chamber of  Southern Saratoga 
County should count among its members the leading 
tugboat transportation company serving our inland 
waterways.  Troy-based New York State Marine 
Highway Transportation Company, LLC (427 River St, 
Troy, (518) 272-5341, www.NYSMarineHighway.com), 
owned by RPI graduates Rob Goldman and Tim Dufel 
along with Michelle Hayes, boasts a growing fleet of  
tugboats and barges uniquely suited to these waterways.  
NYS Marine Highway vessels have been moving an 
increasing amount of  cargo on the Erie Canal and 
into the Great Lakes, and with the conclusion of  the 
massive PCB dredging project on the Hudson River/
Champlain Canal, the company has embarked on the 
largest commercial transportation project undertaken 
on the upper Hudson in decades, starting this past 
June.  The cargo is crushed granite, being hauled 
on barges nearly the entire length of  the Champlain 
Canal from Washington County to Troy and on to New 
York City for use in infrastructure construction.   This 
efficient method of  transportation reduces costs and 
employs local companies and residents, while having 
a meaningful impact on maintaining and improving 
downstate roads.   
This is timely news since several other sites in Saratoga 
and Washington Counties have the potential to be 
utilized as canal terminals, including locations in 
Northumberland, Fort Miller and the proposed Area 
3 intermodal rail/canal/manufacturing complex in 
Halfmoon.  The Chamber of  Southern Saratoga County, 
along with area economic development officials and a 
team of  volunteer experts with industry experience, has 
made it a priority to assess the viability of  these sites and 
seek potential developers and corporate site selectors.  
Obviously, this project will benefit from increased 
attention paid to commercial shipping opportunities on 
the Champlain Canal.
Goldman’s tugs are very versatile, because they can do a 
creditable (and profitable) job even in a canal where the 
controlling depth has not been completely managed in 
decades.  The Canal Corporation plans to remedy this 
situation, and a better maintained channel will only help 
the company’s bottom line as well as encourage other 
firms to consider waterway shipments.  The company 
boasts that it can move project cargo from the East Coast 
and unload at a New York State canal port with limited 
or non-existent infrastructure, reposition surplus marine 

equipment from the Great Lakes to tidal water, provide a Ship Assist on the 
upper Hudson, contractor support for a drill rig rental barge or perform bulk 
or general towing, including logistics and necessary marine transportation 
equipment to do so.
The Champlain Canal is New York State’s “Marine Northway” – increased 
use of  the waterway means more efficient commerce upstate and downstate, 
more jobs, more economic opportunities in the manufacturing and trade 
sectors, and more potential expansion for waterfront commerce districts 
adjacent to factories, marine terminals and other operations.  Kudos to Rob 
Goldman and the experts at New York State Marine Highway Transportation 
Company for leading the way and showing us a glimpse of  the future of  our 
marine superhighway!
For more information on upstate New York waterways visit  
www.southernsaratoga.org , stop by the Southern Saratoga Information 
Center at the Clifton Park Rest Area on the I-87 Northway at Exit 9,  
or call (518) 371-3763.

NYS Marine Highway tug “Edna A” locking through 
the Champlain Canal with a cargo of crushed granite 
headed for New York City.  Photo courtesy of Tom Ryan.

http://www.nysmarinehighway.com/
http://www.southernsaratoga.org/
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Article provided 
by Art StahlYour Finances

Art can be reached by phone  
at 201-836-2460 or 845-729-7638,  
or by email: astahl@rmrwealth.com

We’ve been hearing a lot about income 
inequality, particularly in our current election 
season. This article doesn’t address any of 
the related social or political issues; rather, it 
discusses why smart financial management may 
be especially important for women’s retirement 
planning. - AFS.

Gender issues affect more than just a woman’s paychecks. 
Longevity, family caregiving, and the gender wage gap 
influence women’s long-term financial well-being and 
retirement security.
Generally speaking, women earn less than men, live longer 

than men, and often take time out of  the workforce to have 
children and/or to care for an aging parent or sick loved one. 
The potential consequence of  these realities? While most U.S. 
workers are facing a retirement savings deficit, for women, the 
effect is compounded: Lower pay translates into reduced Social 
Security benefits, smaller pensions, and less retirement savings.
Just the Facts
You needn’t look far to find evidence of  the gender retirement 

gap. Consider the following facts:
Many women will need to make their retirement nest eggs 

last longer than men’s. According to the latest data from the 
Society of  Actuaries, among females age 65, overall longevity 
has risen 2.4 years from 86.4 in 2000 to 88.8 in 2014. Similarly, 
among 65-year-old men, longevity has risen two years during 
the same timeframe, from 84.6 to 86.6 in 2014.1
The gender wage gap has a ripple effect over a woman’s entire 

career. The National Women’s Law Center has found that a 
woman starting her career now will lose more than $430,480 
over a 40-year career; for Latinas, this wage gap could total 
$1,007,080 over a career, and for an African American woman, 
the total wage deficit could reach $877,480.2 Put another way, 
a woman would have to work 51 years to earn what a man 
earns in 40 years.2
Family caregiving causes career interruptions that can 

have significant monetary consequences over time. Research 
conducted by the AARP revealed that family caregivers who 
are at least 50 years old and leave the workforce to care for a 
parent forgo, on average, $304,000 in salary and benefits over 
their lifetime. These estimates range from $283,716 for men to 
$324,044 for women.3
The retirement income gap is very real. The average Social 

Security benefit for women older than 65 was $14,234 annually 
in 2014, compared with $18,113 for men, according to Social 
Security Administration data.4 Research shows that women also 
receive about a third less income in retirement from defined 
benefit pension plans and have accumulated about a third fewer 
assets in defined contribution retirement accounts than their male 
counterparts.5
Progress: Slow but Steady
While the evidence is compelling and points out the continuing 

challenge women face in attaining a secure financial future, there 
are also signs of  improvement for women and their outlook for 
retirement. For instance, according to the National Institute 
on Retirement Security’s recent study, women are working for 
more years now than ever before, which helps to enhance their 
Social Security benefits, pension income, and retirement savings. 
Specifically, the study found that the workforce participation of  
women age 55 to 64 has climbed from 53.2% in 2000 to 59.2% 
in 2015.5 And today as many women as men participate in 
workplace retirement plans.
More broad-based measures, such as legislative action to 

eliminate the gender pay gap would go far toward leveling the 
playing field for women when it comes to retirement readiness, 
yet such policy matters are complicated and outcomes are 
impossible to predict.
Beating the Odds
Despite these challenges, many women retire with enough 

money to relax and enjoy their later years. Here’s how they do it:
Saving as much as they can: This year you can save up to 

$18,000 in an employer-sponsored retirement plan, plus a 
$6,000 “catch-up” contribution if  you are age 50 or older. Your 
contributions are made on pretax income, which means you’re 
paying taxes on a lower amount.6

Income Inequality 
and Its Impact on 
Women’s Retirement

mailto:astahl@rmrwealth.com
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Let us help you 

CHART YOUR COURSE 
toward FINANCIAL SUCCESS

Retirement Plans • Mutual Funds

College Funding Plans • Annuities

Brokerage Accounts • Life Insurance

Long Term Care Insurance

Arthur F. Stahl
Phone  845-729-7638

500 Glenpointe Centre West
Teaneck, NJ  07666

RMR WEALTH BUILDERS, INC
500 Glenpointe Centre West, Teaneck, NJ 07666 
888.333.9898 tel  •  201.836.1897 fax   •   rmrwealth.com
TEANECK  •  FT LAUDERDALE   •   SCOTTSDALE
Securities and investment advisory services offered through  
Calton & Associates Inc. , member FINRA/SIPC.

Source/Disclaimer:
1Society of  Actuaries,  HYPERLINK “http://www.prnewswire.com/news-
releases/society-of-actuaries-releases-new-mortality-tables-and-an-updated-
mortality-improvement-scale-to-improve-accuracy-of-private-pension-plan-estimat-
es-245512447.html” \t “_blank” “Society of  Actuaries Releases New Mortality 
Tables and an Updated Mortality Improvement Scale to Improve Accuracy of  
Private Pension Plan Estimates,” October 27, 2014.
2The National Women’s Law Center, “ HYPERLINK “http://nwlc.org/press-
releases/wage-gap-costs-women-more-than-430000-over-a-career-nwlc-analysis-
shows/” \t “_blank” Wage Gap Costs Women More Than $430,000 Over a 
Career, NWLC Analysis Shows,” April 4, 2016.           
3 HYPERLINK “http://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/research/public_
policy_institute/ltc/2012/understanding-impact-family-caregiving-work-AARP-
ppi-ltc.pdf ” \t “_blank” AARP: Understanding the Impact of  Family Caregiving 
on Work, Fact Sheet 271, October, 2012 and MetLife Mature Market Institute, 
“The MetLife Study of  Caregiving: Costs to Work Caregivers: Double Jeopardy 
for Baby Boomers Caring For Their Parents,” 2011.
4Morningstar,  HYPERLINK “http://www.morningstar.com/articles/
collection/748-mark-miller-remaking-retirement.aspx” \t “_blank” “Retirement: 
The Other Economic Gender Gap,” June 7, 2016.
5National Institute on Retirement Security,  HYPERLINK “http://www.
nirsonline.org/storage/nirs/documents/Shortchanged/final_shortchanged_
retirement_report_2016.pdf ” \t “_blank” “Shortchanged in Retirement: 
Continuing Challenges to Women’s Financial Future,” March 2016.
6To make the catch-up contribution, you are first required to save the annual 
maximum of  $18,000.
7Distributions from a traditional IRA will be subject to taxation upon withdrawal 
at then-current rates. Distributions taken prior to age 59½ may be subject to an 
additional 10% federal tax.
Because of  the possibility of  human or mechanical error by Wealth Management 
Systems Inc. or its sources, neither Wealth Management Systems Inc. nor its sources 
guarantees the accuracy, adequacy, completeness or availability of  any information 
and is not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the results obtained from 
the use of  such information. In no event shall Wealth Management Systems Inc. 
be liable for any indirect, special or consequential damages in connection with 
subscriber’s or others’ use of  the content. 
© 2016 DST Systems, Inc. Reproduction in whole or in part prohibited, except by 

permission. All rights reserved. Not responsible for any errors or omissions.
This article is provided by the Financial Planning Association, a membership 

organization for the financial planning community, and is brought to you by Art 
Stahl, a Past Commodore of  the Nyack Boat Club and a member of  the Greater 

Hudson Valley Chapter of  the FPA.  Art is a Financial Advisor with RMR 
Wealth Builders, Inc., 500 Glenpointe Centre West, Teaneck, NJ 07766.  

Securities and investment advisory services offered through Calton & Associates, 
Inc., member FINRA/SIPC.  RMR Wealth Builders, Inc., and Calton & 

Associates, Inc. are separate entities.

Becoming educated about other sources of  retirement income. No 
matter how committed you are to saving, chances are your employer-
sponsored plan won’t provide all of  the money you’ll need once you 
retire. Find out as much as you can about Social Security -- and 
strategies for optimizing your benefits -- as well as IRAs and other 
investments that can help fill in the gaps.7
Make the connection between life expectancy and income needs. 

Even if  you already have a healthy nest egg, it’s important to 
continue saving because you could end up spending 20 or 30 years in 
retirement, which means you’ll have to save that much more.
Regardless of  your personal challenges, you can take charge of  your 

financial future -- starting today.

http://www.prnewswire.com/news-
http://nwlc.org/press-
http://www.aarp.org/content/dam/aarp/research/public_
http://www.morningstar.com/articles/
http://www/
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I love making Rib Roast this time of  year.  
They are available and they are on sale!!!  
To me, cooking up that big honking hunk 
of  meat is a true sign of  the holidays.  I have 
a recipe that is so easy, so delicious; you are 
going to fall in love with it too.  Since I start-
ed cooking it this way; rib roast has become 
a regular in our family’s food repertoire.  My 
darling Hub always wants an end cut.  What 
is it with you men?  When I have the Fathers 
over (remember, I have two Father-in-laws 
in addition to my own Mighty Max) there is 
no mercy.  I used to have this problem, how 
many ends could there be? (Keep it clean 
please)  Between my Husband, Father and 
two Father in laws, that’s a lot of  ends.  I 
fixed my problem with a little creative carv-
ing.  I’ll get to that part later. 

Making rib roast is a great meal because 
you can pair it up with almost anything.  You 
can go heavy with mashed potatoes and gra-
vy or you could go light with a green veggie 
and a salad.  Rib roast can be eaten in many 
different ways, my Mother only eats it with 
horseradish sauce, my Father only eats his 
with lots of  jus and my Husband drools over 
the salty, crunchy outside edges.  See what 
I mean, these people are really into their 
meat.

Anyway, this recipe is so darn easy that you 
too will be putting a rib roast on your shop-
ping list a little more often this year I got 
my rib roast thru Liz at Shunpike Dairy.  It 
was the best rib roast I have ever made and 
I certainly did not change my style, only my 
meat.  This year, in addition to having the 
worlds most delicious Raw Milk, Shunpike 
Dairy in Millbrook NY, has taken in local, 
all natural meats.  To be very clear, the beef  
is not Liz’s cows.  They come from a local 
farm.  So do her eggs.  And you have heard 
me go on and on about her Raw Milk Tu-
ition Cheese!  Well, the beef  that Liz has 
available up at Shunpike Dairy, when you go 
to buy your Raw Milk, you can pick up the 
greatest hamburger meat I’ve ever tasted.  
Liz’s rib roast was SPECTACULAR, IN-

CREDIBLE, DEVINE, seriously, nothing 
short of  all of  it!

Oh, one point to mention, how clean is 
your oven?  No, really, right now, if  you 
walked over to your oven and opened the 
door, what would you find inside?  NOW 
is the time.  Before you try this recipe, your 
oven better be clean!  If  not, put this down, 
go out for 4 hours and self  clean your oven.  
For those of  you who are members of  my 
club, go grab that Easy-off  and get busy.  To 
produce the crispy melt-in-your-mouth out-
side, you need high heat, if  your oven isn’t 
clean, you will have worse problems than a 
yucky dinner.  Besides, the holidays are here 
and you know as well as I do that a small 
oven fire can really f#@k up a holiday.

This roast is perfect, tasty, crispy around 
the edges, juicy in the middle and super easy 
to make.  I don’t think Rib Roast gets the 
proper play that it should.  Mostly, when you 
think of  a roast, you think of  dry, tasteless 
and desperately seeking gravy.  Not this bad 
boy.  Besides, I’m always looking for some-
thing different to serve in addition on the 
holidays.  What a great idea?  Rib Roast.

Let’s talk shopping…  If  you live locally 
and you have the ability, I recommend you 
call in to Liz at Shunpike Dairy and reserve 
your rib roast for this holiday season.  If  you 
are going to the supermarket, you want a 
Choice Cut, Bone-in Rib Roast (unless they 
only have boneless, that’s what I used this 
year).  How big you say?  Well, that’s all rel-
ative, besides, how big are your relatives?   
With marriage, I inherited a lot of  BIG men 
so for us it’s one rib per person.  Talk to your 
butcher (that’s the man in the white coat be-
hind the counter) about how many people 
you are serving, he is the best judge.  Besides, 
these guys are the people to know.  Most of  
us don’t realize that the meat department is 
a full service department. 

Let’s talk prep-work…
Place your roast, rib side down in a large 

roasting pan, drizzle with Magic Oil (you 

can sub with veggie oil or olive oil), sprinkle 
liberal amounts of  Kosher salt all over and 
stick your meat thermometer in the thickest 
part of  the center of  the meat.  Make sure it’s 
not hitting any bones or the pan.  

Set meat thermometer to 120º.  
Preheat oven to a balmy 250º
Put Roast into the oven and go do some-

thing else for a couple of  hours.  (Hint: if  your 
roast has been sitting out on the counter for a 
little while, say an hour or so prior to cooking, 
it will cook faster)

Once 120º is reached, take the roast out for 
a minimum of  15 minutes.  Turn your oven 
up to 500º

Put the roast back in for 15 minutes.  If  you 
want the crust crispier, keep it in a little bit 
longer.  At this stage, your roast will be medi-
um-rare in the center.

Let the roast sit under HD tinfoil (with the 
probe still in) for at least 15 minutes or until 
you are ready to serve.  

Carve and serve.  How big should you make 
the slices?  Again, it’s all relative.  Use your 
smartphone to scan the Rib Roast code and 
watch our instructional video. 

 

Enjoy!

The World’s Greatest Rib Roast

Creative Contribution Vicky Ziluck

On Youtube.com at: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=w76KICS_ObA

mailto:Cook@iveysinmykitchen.com
http://www.iveysinmykitchen.com/
http://www.youtube.com/
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Superbowl Sandwich from Heaven

Creative Contribution Vicky Ziluck

Football season is finally here. You know 
what that means to me, don’t you?  Sunday 
football parties of  course!  Sunday is my 
Husband’s day to sit and scream at the 
TV.  I am an old fashioned girl when it 
comes to football; I really have no interest 
in it.  I do however; have a serious interest 
in Superbowl FOOD.

This recipe is so much fun.  It combines 
two of  my three loves; food and shopping.  
Think about the size of  your crowd 
before you go to the market.  Actually, 
what you really need is a good Italian 
deli.  I go to A&S Fine Foods in Jefferson 
Valley.  They are the nicest guys!  Mario 
always take very good care of  us.  They 
have the BEST fresh mozzarella you have 
ever had.  They make it every morning 
around 9:00.  If  you haven’t tasted fresh 
Mozzarella before then get yourself  over 
there and try some.  Trust me, you’ll love 
it! Not that you can’t put this together 
from your local deli department, even 
supermarket deli department, but using 
only Italian specialties makes a definite 
difference.  To me.
You will need:
Large Bread Knife (serrated edge)
Pastry Brush (or a new, washed, 

clean paintbrush)
2 Bricks wrapped in foil (or the 

biggest, heaviest book you have.  
DON’T use the car)

Plastic Wrap
One day advance notice
Here’s the fun part…go to your local 

Italian deli and get ¼ lb of  just about 
everything they have in the cold cuts 
case.  I’m serious.  I did it yesterday.  
Don’t worry, it is not expensive, your 
only getting ¼ so divide all of  the prices 
by four in your head.  It’s the same as 
making a big long hero sandwich but with 

a different twist.  Not so bad 
right?   Here’s what I got…

Genoa Salami
Pepperoni
Hard Salami
Capocollo Ham
Black Forest Ham
Prosciutto
Sopressata (hot & sweet)
Mortadella
Provolone
Fresh Mozzarella (you need a 

whole one)
Slicing Mozzarella
Red Roasted Peppers
Yellow Roasted Peppers
Fried Sliced Eggplant
 You can feed at least 16 

people off  of  a 9 inch round 
sandwich and the slices will 
still be huge!  (Be sure to slice 
the sandwich like a pie in 
triangular slices.)

Make a double stack (side by 
side) of  all your meat selections 
and choose a round loaf  that is 
about that size.

I recommend using a round 
sourdough, but you can use 
any kind of  loaf  as long as it’s 
whole.

Slice off  the rounded top of  the loaf.  
Not too far down, you are trying to make 
a lid for a bowl.  Leave the top piece 
intact and set it aside.  

Scoop out the middle of  the bread, 
leaving a good inch all around and on the 
bottom.  I rip it apart with my hands like 
a savage and enjoy it!  (Dip it in a little 
Magic Oil and snack while you cook)  

Brush the entire inside of  the hollow 
loaf  with Magic Oil.

Open the first package of  stuff  that you 

grab and start stacking.  I usually lay the slices 
around in a circle, it doesn’t really matter how 
you do it.  All that matters is that you use the 
entire ¼ lb for each layer and that the layer sits 
flat.  Don’t let the layers ride up the sides or build 
up in the center.  After each layer, press down 
very hard to remove any air pockets.

I usually lay down three layers of  meat for 
every cheese layer.  Also, try to place the roasted 
peppers in the middle of  the sandwich (they will 
slide off  the bread).  I do the layers based on my 
personal taste.  But I can tell you that I have tried 

mailto:Cook@iveysinmykitchen.com
http://www.iveysinmykitchen.com/
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Brokerage Boats

All Kinds of Live Bait

711 19th Street, Rt.2,   Watervliet, NY 12189

Open All Year
518-273-2582

Conroy's Bait Supply

• Worms 
• Minnows 
• Crayfish 
• Fishing Tackle 
             • Handguns 
             • Rifles 
             • Shotguns 
• Ammmunition

36’ Rinker 340 Fiesta Vee
 • Year: 2000 • Current Price: US$ 38,500
 • Hull Material: Fiberglass • Engine: Twin Gas
 • YW# 76805-2882911

All Boats Located in Our Yard, Coeymans, NY

www.coeymanslandingmarina.com

WANT TO SELL
YOUR BOAT?

 Call Hedy At Coeymans 
Landing Marina,

518-756-6111

41’ Carver 356 Motor Yacht
• ¥ear 2001 WAS $119,500  NOW$82,500

All Boats Located in Our Yard, Coeymans, NY

!9’ Elco Pump 
Out Boat 

(never used 
as pump out)  

Excellent 
Condition.Priced To Sell - $17,500.

Coeymans Landing Marina
 518-756-6111

37’ 1999 Maxum (800 hrs) Merc 7.4 454 loaded $69,000

43’  1997    Carver MY T-Cummins Air/Heat 
                GenSet 1077Hrs                       $82,500.00

42’      1986     Roughwater Pilothouse MY 
T-Det/        Westerbeke/  2S-R              $54,900.00

32’  2005     Sea Ray 320 SD Merc twin 
300Hp        277Hrs      Loaded              $79,000.00

40’ 1998    Trojan Express   Low hours  
excellent boat                                           $62,500.00

39’     2004    Mainship 390 Trawler Loaded in excellent 
cond.     •••SALE PENDING•••               $134,900.00

34’      1987    Silverton Convertible 34 T/Crusade 
Air/Heat full bimini                                $27,500.00

32’      2001    Carver 326MY Aft Cabin T-Merc 350 
286Hrs Loaded                                         $44,900.00

30’     2003   Bayliner 305 twin 220Hp arch with full 
enclosure air/heat                                   $39,500.00

http://www.coeymanslandingmarina.com/
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Football season is finally here. You know 
what that means to me, don’t you?  Sunday 
football parties of  course!  Sunday is my 
Husband’s day to sit and scream at the 
TV.  I am an old fashioned girl when it 
comes to football; I really have no interest 
in it.  I do however; have a serious interest in 
Superbowl FOOD.

This recipe is so much fun.  It combines 
two of  my three loves; food and shopping.  
Think about the size of  your crowd before 
you go to the market.  Actually, what you 
really need is a good Italian deli.  I go to 
A&S Fine Foods in Jefferson Valley.  They 
are the nicest guys!  Mario always take very 
good care of  us.  They have the BEST 
fresh mozzarella you have ever had.  They 
make it every morning around 9:00.  If  you 
haven’t tasted fresh Mozzarella before then 
get yourself  over there and try some.  Trust 
me, you’ll love it! Not that you can’t put this 
together from your local deli department, 
even supermarket deli department, but 
using only Italian specialties makes a definite 
difference.  To me.
You will need:
Large Bread Knife (serrated edge)
Pastry Brush (or a new, washed, clean 

paintbrush)
2 Bricks wrapped in foil (or the 

biggest, heaviest book you have.  
DON’T use the car)

Plastic Wrap
One day advance notice
Here’s the fun part…go to your local Italian 

deli and get ¼ lb of  just about everything 
they have in the cold cuts case.  I’m serious.  
I did it yesterday.  Don’t worry, it is not 
expensive, your only getting ¼ so divide all 
of  the prices by four in your head.  It’s the 
same as making a big long hero sandwich 
but with a different twist.  Not so bad right?   
Here’s what I got…

Genoa Salami
Pepperoni
Hard Salami
Capocollo Ham
Black Forest Ham
Prosciutto
Sopressata (hot & sweet)
Mortadella
Provolone
Fresh Mozzarella (you need a whole one)
Slicing Mozzarella
Red Roasted Peppers
Yellow Roasted Peppers
Fried Sliced Eggplant
 You can feed at least 16 people off  of  a 9 

inch round sandwich and the slices will still 
be huge!  (Be sure to slice the sandwich like a 
pie in triangular slices.)

Make a double stack (side by side) of  all 
your meat selections and choose a round 
loaf  that is about that size.

I recommend using a round sourdough, but 
you can use any kind of  loaf  as long as it’s 
whole.

Slice off  the rounded top of  the loaf.  Not 
too far down, you are trying to make a lid 
for a bowl.  Leave the top piece intact and 
set it aside.  

Scoop out the middle of  the bread, leaving 
a good inch all around and on the bottom.  I 
rip it apart with my hands like a savage and 
enjoy it!  (Dip it in a little Magic Oil and 
snack while you cook)  

Brush the entire inside of  the hollow loaf  
with Magic Oil.

Open the first package of  stuff  that you 
grab and start stacking.  I usually lay the 
slices around in a circle, it doesn’t really 
matter how you do it.  All that matters is that 
you use the entire ¼ lb for each layer and 
that the layer sits flat.  Don’t let the layers 
ride up the sides or build up in the center.  
After each layer, press down very hard to 
remove any air pockets.

I usually lay down three layers of  meat 
for every cheese layer.  Also, try to place 
the roasted peppers in the middle of  the 
sandwich (they will slide off  the bread).  I do 
the layers based on my personal taste.  But 
I can tell you that I have tried it both ways, 
controlled and willy-nilly, they both taste 
exactly the same.  You can’t do this wrong.

When all you’re left with is lots of  deli 
wrappers, brush a little Magic Oil onto the 
underside of  the bread top and place it back 
on the bread.

So you get it right?  You are just layering 
different kinds of  meat and cheese and 
yumminess to make a stuffed sandwich.  
Simple, anybody can do it.  That’s not all 
though.

The sandwich will only work if  it has been 
compressed properly overnight.  Otherwise 
all of  the filling will fall out and you won’t be 
able to pick up the slice.

Wrap the entire loaf  in plastic wrap 4 times 
(at least).  Make sure it’s sealed well.

Take those bricks wrapped in foil and 
sit them on top of  the sandwich in the 
refrigerator overnight.  If  you don’t have 
any bricks, use a REALLY heavy book.  DO 
NOT TRY TO SKIP OR SPEED UP THIS 
STEP!

I’m going to throw myself  under the bus 
by telling you a story, for the sake of  good 
cooking.  Please don’t make fun of  me, I 
already hear about it every year, this time, 
at Superbowl.

Once upon a time there was a young 
princess who was invited to a Superbowl Ball.  
There were going to be lots of  cute princes 
at this ball and she wanted to really make 
an impression.  She decided that her stuffed 
sandwich was the best thing to feed a hungry 

crowd and she had made it so many times 
that surely it would be a breeze.  

So off  she went, to the Italian deli in the 
village, selected her various stuffing’s and 
created a sandwich so beautiful it could 
make you could cry.  It’s legend would last 
an eternity.  There was only one problem.  
Father time.

The ball was later that very afternoon; 
there wasn’t enough time to properly 
compress the sandwich.  Bricks wouldn’t 
work; they weren’t heavy enough for just 
a few hours.  The King’s royal vice grip 
was out of  the question because it was 
currently being occupied.  Then she had 
a most amazing thought.  What about her 
very own chariot?  

Sure, that was super heavy and she could 
do it right in the driveway, I mean, in front 
of  the palace.  What a great idea!

When the princess went outside to fetch 
her sandwich from under the Goodyear, 
she noticed something was amiss, but was 
not too concerned.  Being late as usual, 
there was no time for inspection and so she 
hopped into her chariot and away to the 
Superbowl Ball she went.  

When she arrived at the ball, she was 
greeted by a handsome prince and led into 
the royal kitchen to unveil her masterpiece.  

But as she unwrapped her lovely package, 
she realized, to her horror, that there was a 
huge chunk missing.  The uneven pressure 
from the wheels had blown an enormous 
hole in the side. 

Oh no, what to do?  Her honor was at 
stake.

The handsome prince gently assured the 
young princess that her clinary efforts were 
not to be in vain and offered the suggestion 
of  cutting away the damaged evidence, 
revealing the wonderment of  inside and 
none would be the wiser.  It turned out that 
the prince was right. It was a great idea, 
and everyone could actually see the cool 
looking layers inside and by kickoff  there 
was nothing left.  

The princesses’ honor was saved and the 
handsome prince asked her out on a date 
later that week (I guess he wanted to work 
on that honor of  hers).  All in all it was a 
happy ending.    Not bad, for a culinary 
disaster, but plan ahead anyway.

We have an instructional video of  this 
recipe.  Meet Gregg.  You can scan with 
your smartphone app.  Or, come visit 
our website at  HYPERLINK “http://
WWW.Boatingonthehudson.com” WWW.
Boatingonthehudson.com  You can see me 
and my buddy Greg actuall making the 
sandwich on YouTube.

                  Enjoy!

http://www.boatingonthehudson.com/
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Hearing Sponsors:
Senator Terrence Murphy
Senator Sue Serino
Senator David Carlucci

• The Hudson River Barge Proposal calls for 16 new USCG 
long-term anchorages between Yonkers and Kingston

• USCG was invited to the hearing but did not attend. 

• No local or state legislation received any official 
communication regarding this proposal from the USCG

Below you will find the speakers in the order they appeared 
and their comments. Many comments were repeated among 
speakers so I only recorded the first person to make these 
comments:

Liam Mclaughlin
President, Yonkers City Counsel
- The proposal calls for over 700 acres of  long term end-to-
end tanker storage and lay-over off  the Yonkers Waterfront 
- Over 1.7 Billion dollars has been spent on the waterfront 
revitalization in Yonkers
-  Hudson River is one of  only 14 congressional National 

Heritage Rivers in the country 
-   Waterfront communities are concerned over:
•  Noise pollution
•  Air pollution
•  Light pollution at night
•  Loss of  view
•  Potential risk of  oil spills
•  Risk to recreational boaters
•  Impact to fishing and wildlife
•  Increase in soft terrorist targets
•  Proximity of  new soft targets to Indian Point 
 
 
Jason Baker
Sr Assistant to the mayor’s office of  Yonkers

-   Reiteration of  prior concerns
-   Up to 6 barges end-to-end off  Yonkers Waterfront
-   1200’ swing radius per vessel
-   Up to 12 million gallons of  crude oil per vessel. 
 
Why all these oil tankers?
Federal Government lifted the ban on the export of  domestic 
crude oil to foreign countries

 
Linda Puglisi
Cortlandt Town Supervisor

-  Proposed anchorages are directly in the view shed of  cortlandt 
and Susquehanna Park
-   Reiteration of  prior concerns
-    How long can a barge “park” in a long term anchorage? No 
one had an answer

 
Eoin Wrafter
Dutchess County Planning and Development 
Commissioner

-  7 of  the 16 proposed anchorages are within the Dutchess 
waterfront.
-   Reiteration of  prior concerns
-   Significant investments have been made by the waterfront 
communities to improvise their communities.
-    site of  the walkway over the Hudson
-    Heaviest recreation boating area on the Hudson River north 
of  the Tappanzee

 
Deborah Milone
Hudson Valley Gateway Chamber of  Commerce

-    Tourism in a 4.7 Billion dollar business in Hudson Valley 
which is at stake if  the waterfronts are to be blocked by barges
-    Reiteration of  prior concerns

 

Notes from the  

NYS Senate 
Public Hearing 
on the Hudson River 
“Barge Proposal”

by William Share
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Robert Astorino
Westchester County Executive
-  Addition of  additional soft terrorist targets will lead to 
additional cost for patrols, training and drilling to prepare for 
potential attacks
-   “Long term” anchorage is defined by longer than 30 days up 
to no-limit
-  Reiteration of  prior concerns
 
Ned Sullivan
President of  Scenic Hudson

-  This proposal affects over 2,400 acres for long-term vessel 
storage -limit
-  Reiteration of  prior concerns
- Vessels can be up to 600’
-  In the event of  an Emergency, response boats are in ny harbor, 
far from these proposed sites
-  This proposal is Inconsistent with NYS rules regulating the 
waterways. 

Edward Kelly
Executive Director of  the Maritime Association of  
the Port of  NY/NJ

-  Claims to be the originator of  the proposal to the USCG. 
Under USCG Docket 2016-0132
-  Claims the purpose of  the proposal is to seek formal 
designation of  safe anchorages due to increased commercial and 
recreational river activity
-  Selection of  these anchorages is based on the following 
geophysical properties:
• Depth
• Shelter from weather
• Interval of  Spacing
• Swing radius
• Holding
• Free of  underwater structures/cables
-  Claims the term Long-term is used to designate an anchorage 
that is permanent vs temporary like for the fireworks. 
- Claims vessels stay for 4-6 hours max before moving on. 
“Companies only make money by keeping their barges moving” 
-  Claims these anchorages are good for environment by creating 
a safe anchorage for commercial vessels where the depth is 
known to be adequate and there are no underwater cables or 
structures. This limits the risk of  grounding. 
-   Claims No 600’ barges exist but “coastal vessels can  
get this big”
-  Claims barges are good for the economy by moving fuel and 
heating oil, aggregate, sand, construction material, recyclables, 
garbage, trade goods, etc
-  Claims these anchorages are to support the current vessel 
traffic already on the river today. These anchorages make it safer. 

Senator Carlucci asked, “What has changed and why 
now??”
o   increased underwater cabling reduces the number of  safe 
anchorages
o   increase in vessel traffic both commercial and recreational

 

Barbara Scuccimarra
Putnam County Legislator

-   Millions of  gallons of  crude are being transported by rail already at 
great risk to the waterfront communities
-    Reiteration of  previous comments

John Cronin
Pace University Environmental Law School, ex 
commercial fisherman, ex riverkeeper

-   Stated that the rank and file USCG is frontline of  maritime defense-
Great respect for them.
“other coast guard” (administration) is corrupt
-    Typically, any addition of  a permanent anchorage would require an 
Environmental Impact Analysis (EIA) before anything is considered, 
however USCG long term anchorages are Exempt from EIA
-   This is about facilitating financial growth not about safety
-   Kingston is called the point of  no return by commercial captains 
because the river is too narrow to turn around until reaching Albany. 
Knowing that only two way traffic cannot fit, there’s no reason for 
additional long-term storage at Kingston. 
**Must demand a Full environment impact analysis!**

Betsy Garthwaite
Chairman of  the Board, Clearwater
-          This oil is putting the entire Hudson river and Hudson valley at 
risk and is not even intended for our consumption. It is being shipped 
and sold overseas. 
 
John Parker
Director of  Legal Programs, Riverkeeper
-      More of  the same
-    Requesting help from everyone to sign petitions and be heard

 Frank Bergman
Hudson River Boat and Yacht Association 
-     Listed the number of  marinas and yacht clubs on the marina
-     Repeated the potential losses if  this were to pass
 
Emily Majer
Village of  Tivoli 
-   Repeated others concerns
-  Concerned about the increased waterfront erosion due to the 
increased barge traffic

For those of you that read this far, I’ll give you my take on 
what’s happening here. Much more research to do but take it 
for what its worth...

Our wonderful federal government that swears to not be in bed with 
the oil companies, is using its federal coast guard administrative arm 
to pave the way through “certain obstacles” (Environmental Impact 
Analysis) to allow the oil companies to export our Domestic oil for 
sale abroad with no regard to the economical or ecological damage it 
may do to the Hudson river and its bordering communities. All while 
we are sending our teenage sons and daughters to war to control the 
oil resources that we so desperately need in the middle east. 

William Share, member Edgewater Yacht Club
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We have it all in 2017...
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2016

2016

2017

SEASONS GREETINGS

FROM OUR STAFF AT 

BOATING ON THE HUDSON AND BEYOND 
MAGAZINE

THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO SUPPORTED US!

WE
LOVE YOU ALL

AND SINCERELY APPRECIATE YOUR SUPPORT!

JOHN H VARGO, PUBLISHER
845.401.2699   |   VARGOJHVARGO@GMAIL.COM

mailto:VARGOJHVARGO@gmail.com
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THE “MILFORD STAR”  
alias “TYLER CHRISTIAN”

A CREATIVE APPROACH TO SCALE MARINE MODELING
by John M. De Broske
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A creative approach to building a 

model is like turning lemons into 
lemonade.  For example, take the 
object of  this article, the CalderCraft 
“Milford Star” fishing trawler.  The 
content of  the kit is pretty complete 
but there are shortcomings and 
opportunities where the modeler has 
to or can be creative.  This is NOT 
an indictment of  model kit producers.  
They do an awesome job overall and 
I support their efforts whenever I can.
But, for example:
• Of  the 1000’s of  parts purported 

to be in this kit, some were deformed 
and/or some were completely missing.
• Dimensions and measurements 

weren’t always accurate.
• Photos/diagrams didn’t always 

show exactly what you need to know 
or do.
• Step by step instructions were 

sometimes unclear or ambiguous.
• Some processes simply didn’t feel or 

look right.
 This yarn is how I took these 

“lemons” and turned them into 
“lemonade”.  Before starting to build 
any kit model I create a personality 
and history for it which gives me great 
leeway in how I can interpret building 
and finishing.  Thus, I don’t feel 
constrained by prototype authenticity 
during construction.  For me, progress 
from here goes like this.  I spend 
considerable time looking through 
catalogs and surfing the net to choose 
a model kit I want to build. Usually, 
I like a model that already has some 
personality to begin with—such as a 
classic steam tugboat or a vintage yacht.  
I then consider size—the bigger the 
better.  Radio controlled model boats 
that are less than thirty inches long just 
seem wimpy to me.  I also look at what 
possibilities there are for enhancing a 
model’s personality and history which 
I can incorporate into its fabrication.  
For example, does the model I’m 
considering lend itself  to a unique 
paint scheme?  Will the addition of  
such items like hand planked decking, 
cabin/cockpit customization or other 
component modification render the 
model more interesting regardless 

The “MILFORD STAR”  
alias “TYLER CHRISTIAN”, as 

portrayed by Caldercraft on the kit box.

The “MILFORD STAR”  alias 
“TYLER CHRISTIAN”,  

as created from kit by 
“AZCAPTAIN BOATWORKS”.

The “MILFORD STAR” 
prototype from a vintage photo.
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of  authenticity?  Can color scheme variations work?  The 
question is not whether such adjustments are authentic 
to the prototype but rather will they look interesting and 
believable.  For example, I restored an old Sterling Models 
“Chris Craft Motor Yacht” and decided it needed a flying 
bridge on the cockpit roof. I created such a flying bridge 
and this definitely added distinction to its personality.  This 
model is unique and doesn’t look like any other one that I 
know of !
This approach to model boat building is not meant to 

minimize the effort or talent of  purist modelers whose 
research, knowledge, skills and attention to authenticity must 
be respected.  I am in awe of  such artisans who can take raw 
materials like wood and brass and turn them into museum 
masterpieces. My approach is simply a way for me to avoid 
intimidation because my skills are limited in comparison.  
In summary, I enhance a model’s personality and history 
before construction, so during construction creative license 
is OK.  I think my “purist” friends will understand and 
accept this approach.
The story I created to enhance the personality and history 

of  the “Milford Star” goes like this. (Please note that some 
of  what I write is fact, some is fiction.)  “Once upon a time”, 
the “Milford Star”, was an attractively designed side trawler 
though poorly maintained during its commercial fishing life.  
This workboat looked very much like a number of  other 
fishing vessels from Milford Haven, in the United Kingdom, 
during the 1930’s and 1940’s. In actuality, she was converted 
to a fishing craft from one of  eight “Round Table Class” 
English minesweepers 
sometime in the 1940’s.  
This occurred after its 
wartime services were 
no longer needed.  The 
actual conversion was 
based on the hull lines of  
the “Star of  Orkney”, a 
side trawler built in 1936.  
Before being converted 
from burning coal to oil 
in 1958, the “Milford 
Star” was named “Star 
of  the East”.  It was 
owned by the E.E. Carter 
Company and was a 
humble but productive 
fishing vessel for many 
years. For example, in 
1961, her skipper and 
devoted crew brought 
in “43 kits of  hake” and 
“101 of  cod”—more than 
any other fishing trawler 
at that time.  Curiously 
and according to records, 
the 65 year old master 

skipper was also faulted and reprimanded in August, 1963 
for running the “Milford Star” aground.  Otherwise, no one 
took much notice of  the “Milford Star” during its dangerous, 
back breaking; sweat laden, thirty plus years of  service until 
rumor of  scrapping surfaced.
Were it not for financier Alan R. Jones and entrepreneur 

David C. Burgess, the “Milford Star” would have been 
scrapped.  These philanthropic gentlemen recognized an 
opportunity to preserve the war and peace history of  this 
noble working class vessel for present and future generations.  
So, Jones and Burgess purchased the “Milford Star”, and 
had it rebuilt from the hull up.  They partnered with the 
AZCAPTAIN BOATWORKS and created a plan for 

MANY OF THE SUB ASSEMBLIES 
THAT REQUIRED SEQUENCING 
AND FINISHING DECISIONS BEFORE 
CONSTRUCTION...

FYI BOX #1: A MAJOR PROBLEM ALWAYS HAS 
A SOLUTION.

The KEY Drawing that came with this model was not full 
scale.  This presented problems because this drawing was the 
only illustration in the kit to help determine where to position sub 
assemblies, masts, smoke stack, deck gear, etc.  Therefore, I had to 
figure out a way to make accurate measurements.  The length of  
the boat in the drawing was 27.5 inches long, when in actuality 
the model was 36 inches long.  I realized if  I added 31% to 
respective actual measurements in the drawing, the results would 
be in proportion to the model’s actual size of  36 inches.  (27.5 
inches X 131% = 36.025 inches, which was close enough for my 
purposes).  So every time I needed to position an item I would plot 
its location on the KEY drawing and add 31% to the measurement.  
IT WORKED. 
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restoration.  This plan was to enhance the original vessel but 
adhere to the most modern marine construction concepts.  
Upon completion, this “new” ship would be placed back in 
service as a functioning live museum and center for maritime 
heritage.
So for me the stage was set. I no longer had to be constrained 

by prototype authenticity. The “Milford Star” (kit) was to be 
completely built from the hull up.  Construction began on 
December 14, 2006 at the AZCAPTAIN BOATWORKS, 
Prescott Valley, Arizona.  It
was re-named the “Tyler Christian” in honor of  the Jones’ 

and Burgess’ sons as stipulated in their philanthropic contract 
and launched on October 25, 2007.  
To begin construction I first spread out all of  the kit’s 

components, parts, raw material stock and the close to 1,000 
soft metal cast fittings.  The printed instructions and guides 
consisted of  an array of  somewhat cryptic Xerox sheet 
instructions, one starboard side photo on the box cover and a 
mechanical drawing that wasn’t to scale.

 I was frightened, challenged and excited—all at the same 
time.  I thought the build could be fun but was I capable?  
Then I said to myself, “hey, wait a minute, you’ve built several 

FYI BOX #2: THE IMPORTANCE OF A GOOD WORK SPACE.
You will see my workspace in the photo above.  I cannot emphasize too strongly the importance of  having 
a workspace that is dedicated to building a complex kit.  You must not have to share this space or clean 
it up (but keep orderly) after each working session.  To do so would disrupt a complex process AND offer 
an opportunity to loose, misplace, break parts or otherwise compromise critical mental and practical 
sequencing of  building.  Note that I used short lengths of  PVC pipe glued to pine as tool holders.  This 
simple device works exceptionally well, because they can be moved around at will to where they are needed.

Dumas and Midwest kits, so this is the logical next step in 
the continuum of  challenge.”  The panic was over, and I 
dug in.  I first concentrated on developing a logical sequence 
for constructing the multitude of  sub assemblies.  I had to 
make decisions about what was to be built first, second, 
third.  When should one item or another be painted and/
or installed? If  I placed sub assembly A in first would sub 
assembly B fit afterwards?  Would creative and practical 
modifications fit?  Once I mentally orchestrated the whole 
build, which would be open to change along the way, I 
gave consideration to what I wanted the completed model 
to look like.  What colors would dominate? What colors 
should I paint fittings and deck equipment?  Would I 
replace the screen painted deck sheet with hand laid wood 
planking?  I decided I liked the colors used on the model 
pictured on the kit box which was a combination of  black, 
rusty red, depot green and metallic copper.  I departed 
from the original scheme though, by using more of  the red 
and green to brighten up the final look of  the model.  If  
you look at PHOTO 02, you will see that I dramatically 
departed from the box photo of  the CalderCraft model of  
“Milford Star” which suited my desire to present a livelier 
end result.
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Then, I categorized the 
construction process among 
the following clusters. As the 
reader will see, construction 
of  certain groups had to be 
integrated while others could 
be done in isolation.  As a case 
in point, some sub-assemblies 
like the life boat could be 
fabricated whenever the spirit 
moved me.
 
Construction clusters:
1. The hull and main decking.
2. The main deckhouse and 
wheelhouse.
3. Misc. wood sub assemblies
4. Fine detailing of deck 
fittings, railings, masts, 
rigging, portholes, etc.
5. Painting.
6. Propulsion, electronics and 
lighting.
 
I tackled the hull, main deck, 

propulsion and electronics 
all at once.  I discovered 
that even though the motor, 
ESC, RC receiver and 
rudder assembly would be 
accessible through hatches 
upon completion of  this 
craft, installing them before 
the main deck was secured in 
place would be easier.  There 
would be little room for 
maneuvering big hands in a 
limited space if  I waited until 
after the deck was secured.  
I divided the bilge area into 
three segments. Platforms 
for the operating gear were 
installed using thirty minute, 
two-part epoxy.  The rudder 
components went together 
without a problem and a 
motor mount from scrap was 
created and installed similarly.
I prepared the interior and 

exterior of  the fiberglass 
hull to receive decking and 
paint.  I faired all uneven 
edges and sanded or filled 

Various locations for electronics can 
be seen below deck.

Each sub-deck support had to be carefully located and 
conform to the entire forward to aft curve of  the hull.
Measured from the top edge of  the hull after it was faired.
6 Minute, 2 part epoxy was used.

all minor defects inside and outside 
of  the fiberglass hull.  I used instant 
cyanoacrylate to seal hairline cracks 
in the fiberglass hull.  I also used 
appropriate grit sandpaper, sanding 

blocks, steel wool, and “Squadron 
Putty”.  Then I washed the hull with 
soap and water and rubbed it down with 
alcohol to remove any mold wax.  I can’t 
emphasize too much, the importance of  
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Thirty minute epoxy was used to secure the sub deck to the 
hull. This afforded time to make certain the sub-deck was in 
exactly the right positon.  All other assemblies depended on 
gettting this right with no 2nd chance.

getting the hull into perfect condition 
early in the project.
 Measuring and locating each main 

sub-deck support was tricky and critical 
in that it had to follow the slopping 
curve of  the hull at the upper edge 
from stem to stern.  The fit of  every sub 
assembly of  this model depended on the 
exact positioning of  this component.  
The process of  fitting this thin plywood 
sub deck into the hull required frequent 
sand and fit exercises.  This was a 
challenge because the decking piece 
didn’t quite match the dimensions of  the 
hull space.  In fact the hull itself  wasn’t 
dimensionally correct. This defect 
was probably caused by the fiberglass 
warping after being removed from a 
mold or curing after mold removal.  
After reconciling the problem I installed 
the sub deck without removing the 
laser cut interior access hatches.  I did 
this to maintain the structural integrity 
of  the thin sub-deck plywood.  I used 
model airplane power rubber bands 
and clamps for support until the glue 
dried overnight.  Incidentally, I used 
cyanoacrylate and 2 part epoxy for this 
sequence and for constructing most of  
the model.
A critical timing point during 

construction came here, after I had 
firmly fastened the sub deck in place.  I 
realized the sub deck and the deck side 
of  the hull had to be painted rust stop 
red before installing the stained and 
polyurethaned, simulated deck planking.  
In the process I had to ensure there 
would be no paint overruns, especially 
into the hold where propulsion and 
electronics would not take kindly to be 
sprinkled with aerosol paint.  This was 
accomplished by completely masking 
out all access hatches.
The next logical step for me was 

construction of  the deck house.  This 
is an example of  how I applied creative 
license to add personality but not 
authenticity to this project.  I chose 
the rusty red color for the exterior—a 
brighter color than I am certain the 

Be sure to read Part 2 of “The Milford Star” in the next 
edition of Boating on the Hudson and Beyond.

Sub deck ready 
for paint.  Note 
that scrap wood is 
temporarily glued 
in place to protect 
electronics below.

prototype “Milford Star” did not sport.  This color would become a dominant 
feature throughout the model as you can see from photos.  Then I chose to 
add real machined brass portholes, stanchions and railings—again adding eye 
catching appeal to this marine replica.  Unseen, I added a three volt buss wiring 
system around the interior for planned future lighting.  I’ll talk more about 
that later.  The major challenge during this part of  assembly was keeping the 
structure true in terms of  horizontal, vertical and sloping angles related to the 
fluid bow to stern curve of  the ship’s hull.  I also wanted to be sure it would be 
stable but removable for access to propulsion and electronic components below. 
This important step didn’t get much attention in kit instructions.  I also want 
to note here that the deck cabin, wheelhouse and smokestack became a single 
removable but top heavy unit.  I was afraid it would roll into the water when 
“sailing the ocean blue”.  To resolve the issue I used magnets along the bottom 
edge of  the assembly aligned with magnets around the receiving deck opening.
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Samalot Marine Professional Sailboat Service
At the Haverstraw Marina

Samalot Marine Professional Sailboat Service
At the Haverstraw Marina

At The Haverstraw Marina  |  845-429-0404  |  George@samalotmarine.com  |  www.samalotmarine.com

• Professional Sailboat Service
• Mast Stepping
• Bottom Stripping
• Sail loft on premises

• Rigging shop on premises
• Fiberglass repair
• Authorized Raymarine &
     Dealer / Installers

Serving the sailing community of the Hudson Valley for 31 years

mailto:George@samalotmarine.com
http://www.samalotmarine.com/
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EXPAND 
YOUR 

SAILING 
SCHOOL

INTO THE 
NEW YORK CITY

AREA

FOR DETAILS, CONTACT

• Iconic New York venue
• City’s best shopping & dining 

experience
• IGY managed marina

• Close to famed attractions 
   & historical sites
• Exciting world class events

 954-552-2837
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SHATTEMUC YACHT 
CLUB BEGINS CUTTING 
EDGE EXPANSION ON 

OSSINING WATERFRONT

The club will create deep 
water slips for boaters visiting 
the Ossining area, replace 
its dilapidated barges with a 
high-tech wave attenuation 
system and provide deep 
water slips for its members.
Shattemuc Yacht Club, 

founded in 1888, announces 
that it has finalized a 
Boating Infrastructure Grant 
awarded by the United States 
Fish & Wildlife Service and 
begun the first phase of  
construction for a series of  
deep water marina upgrades. 
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The club will create deep water slips for boaters visiting the Ossining 
area, replace its dilapidated barges with a high-tech wave attenuation 
system and provide deep water slips for its members.
Shattemuc Yacht Club, founded in 1888, announces that it has 

finalized a Boating Infrastructure Grant awarded by the United States 
Fish & Wildlife Service and begun the first phase of  construction for a 
series of  deep water marina upgrades. 
Working in conjunction with local, state and federal officials, the Club 

developed a two phase program which will add 48 transient slips and 
moorings in phase 1. Phase 2, will add 18 deep water slips for the Club’s 
use. The transient facilities will accommodate boats up to 60 feet with 

 A crane was brought in by 
Sound Marine to remove 
the barges and place 
the new 10 ton cement 
anchors of the dock/
attenuator system.
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drafts of  up to 7.5 feet at low 
water. Work will be completed 
in time for the start of  the 2017 
boating season.
David Westcott, Commodore of  

Shattemuc stated; “Through the 
Federal Boating Infrastructure 
Grant programs we were awarded 
a $593,501 grant to support Phase 
1 of  our project to
expand and modernize our 

facility to provide a place where 
transient boats can safely dock for 
an extended period of  time and to 
promote recreational boating on 
the Hudson River”
Westcott added, “The real key was 

getting our members to support the 
project with their time and money. 
It took us almost 4 ½ years from 
the time we created the concept to 
when we
finalized the grant. We were also 

required to match the grant with 
club provided funding.“
Shattemuc could have built a more 

traditional breakwater and dock 
system, but chose to move into  
the future.
“Instead of  installing a traditional, 

wall of  pressure-treated pilings 
and bulk heading,” said, Vice 
Commodore, Pat Yost, who initiated 
the project, “we chose to install a 
state of  the art and environmentally-
friendly wave-attenuating system. 
This system, originally designed 
in Finland, is used extensively in 
Europe and was recently installed at 
the One°Fifteen Brooklyn Marina 
on the East River. The system is 
based on a series of  massive floating 
concrete docks which break up 
waves, providing a calm marina for 
transient boats, while allowing for 
the free passage of  fish and other 
marine life, and clear sightlines to 
the Palisades across the river.”
Village of  Ossining Mayor Victoria 

Gearity commented, “We are very 
excited about the opportunity to 
welcome more boaters to Ossining’s 
glorious waterfront. Kudos to the 
leaders at Shattemuc for their 
dedication and vision to lead 
this effort”
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Your Insurance
with Cathy Karas.

This time of  year many are planning vacations to 
warm climates over the winter, or to see family or friends 
for the holidays.  Or maybe you are doing some home 
improvements or plantings at your home and need to rent a 
truck from your local Home Depot or Lowe’s store to bring 
home your purchases.  Are you are planning to move to a 
new home and want to save the moving costs by renting a 
moving van?  There are two issues to be concerned with, 
protection for you as the driver and the vehicle itself  if  it is 
damaged or stolen while in your care.  Does your personal 
auto policy provide  liability insurance (bodily injury and 
property damage liability insurance for you) and physical 
damage insurance for the vehicle if  something happens to 
the rented vehicle in your care?  The rental car company 
would have their own insurance to protect themselves if  
there was a law suit and maybe physical damage insurance 
for the vehicles with a high deductible. But  if  you are 

bringing back a damaged car they will be looking to you for 
the cost to  repair it or replace it if  stolen or a total loss.  The 
rental company may also claim for  the loss of  use, which 
would be their loss of  income from being able to rent it all 
the days it is being repaired or for the time it would take to 
replace it.
There is not a simple yes or no answer to this rental car 

question as many factors come in to play before I can give 
you the answer.  In New York, your personal auto policy 
includes a “rental vehicle endorsement” which states “This 
endorsement provides coverage for the insured’s obligation 
in the event of  actual damage to, or loss of  any rental vehicle, 

including loss of  use rented by the insured anywhere in the 
US, its territories or possessions or Canada under a rental 
agreement with a term no longer than 30 continuous days”. 
So the answer can be yes or no.  Where are you renting? 
Also, the size and type of  vehicle can matter.   A private 
passenger car, a pickup truck, van or small box truck may 
be OK provided the gross vehicle weight is 10,000 pounds 
or less.  What is gross vehicle weight?  This is the weight of  
the vehicle itself  fully loaded with maximum capacity.  So if  
you are planning to rent a large moving truck, you may need 
to purchase what the rental agency offers.  Be aware that 
what the car rental agencies sell is not really insurance, but  
a collision damage waiver.  The car rental agencies usually 
try to convince or scare you into buying this protection as 
it can be profitable for them and increase the daily rental 
cost by $10.00 - $30.00.   So you may be able to decline this 
if  your own policy provides the coverage. Pay attention to 
the fine print and read what you are signing and initialing.  
You may be telling them that you do not want to buy it, but 
initialing that you do,  and be charged for it on your credit 
card when you return the vehicle and then at that point be 
unable to delete the charge.  Another source of  coverage 
can be your credit card.  Some contracts offer coverage, 

Do You Have Insurance 
for Renting a Car, 
Moving Van or  
Utility Truck??
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Cathy J. Karas, President, Certified Insurance Counselor,
KARAS INSURANCE AGENCIES INC, 321 SO. RIVERSIDE AVE,  

CROTON-ON-HUDSON, NY  10520. 
You can contact me for quotes or questions at 914-271-5188  

or email: cathykaras@karasinsurance.com. 
We are a 3rd generation family owned agency, with

only licensed brokers to help you.
Disclaimer:  This article is for informational purposes only.  

For specifics on your own policy, contact your insurance broker or company.

and possibly even out of  the 
country, where in almost all 
cases except those locations 
mentioned above, you will 
have no insurance at all.  
Before you assume you do 
have coverage, call you agent 
or company to be clear on 
what your policy includes so 
you can be educated when 
you are signing the rental 
car contract.  Also, bring a 
copy of  your insurance ID 
card and phone contact for 
your agent or company in 
the event of  a claim.
Who can drive?  A New 

York auto policy defines 
the named insured as the 
name(s) shown on the 
declaration pages of  your 
policy, spouse,  and family 
member related by blood, 
marriage or adoption and 
resident of  your household.   
What about a boyfriend, 
girlfriend, business associate, 
relative who does not live 
at your address?  Better not 
let them drive, unless you 
can be sure they have their 
own policies and insurance.  
The rental agencies usually 
require you disclose all 
drivers, so be sure you are 
being truthful to avoid any 
surprises.
If  you have a commercial 

insurance policy in the 
name of  your business and 
not in your personal name, 
without endorsement, 
you may have no liability 
insurance while renting a 
vehicle in your personal 
name.  Some companies can 
offer endorsements such as 
“drive other car” or  hired 
or “nonowned auto liability” 
on a commercial auto 
policy which can cover this 

exposure and provide liability 
insurance in your personal 
name.  The physical damage 
coverage also may be included, 
but again every policy with 
special endorsements can be 
different. 
What other “vehicles” might 

you rent while you are on 
vacation?  Boats, personal 
watercraft, ATV’s,  mopeds, 
motorcycles,  golf  carts,  and 
snowmobiles to name a few.  
Before you decide to rent any 
of  these vehicles, see what 
coverage might be offered, both 
for liability and physical damage 
. If   you have a recreational 
vehicle policy at home for the 
same type of  vehicle you are 
renting on vacation, there might 
be coverage for this “substitute”.  
A New York homeowners policy 
can provide liability insurance 
for the golf  cart so long as not 
used on a public road, but if  you 

are in a community where these are popular modes of  
transportation to go to restaurants, shops and the beach 
and you are using streets where motor vehicles are subject 
to registration, you will be out of  luck if  you have a bodily 
injury or property damage liability claim.  I have seen 
children operating golf  carts at higher speeds that are 
unsafe whizzing around with several passengers.  Also, 
are you letting someone else borrow the golf  cart or other 
recreational vehicle? What if  someone was hurt?  Will the 
insurance company provide legal defense and coverage 
for you and the operator in this situation?
Don’t let your rental experience turn into a negative 

one.  Plan ahead and find out what coverage you have so 
you can make an educated decision at the time of  signing 
the contract. Make sure you have insurance before you 
decline what the rental agency is offering and if  you are 
agreeing to accept the coverage, be sure you know what 
the exact cost is, added to the daily rental charge.

mailto:cathykaras@karasinsurance.com
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Come join the fun in 
2017, we have it all!
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• Launch Ramp •
• Ship Store •

• Gas & Diesel •
• 25 Ton Open End Travel Lift •

• VHF Channels 16 &19 •

 

A Full Service Marina 
Dock Road, Marlboro, NY

ACTION CANVAS Fabrication/Repair Shop on Premises

Mercruiser • Volvo • Karavan Trailers

Mercruiser • Volvo Penta

Pettit • Interlux

Scratches, Patches - All Repairs

ENGINES

FIBERGLASS

BOTTOM PAINTING

CANVAS

PARTS & SERVICE

 

845-236-4486
www.westshoremarine.info

COMPLETE SERVICE

SUMMER/WINTER

STORAGE

BOAT SLIPSWest Shore
         for

P&T Surplus
TOOLS • TARPS • FACTORY SURPLUS

TARPS!

• Economical Blue & Heavy Duty Green/Silver

845-338-6191
www.ptsurplus.com

WE SHIPDAILY

198 Abeel St.  Kingston, NY

GREAT
PRICES

http://www.westshoremarine.info/
http://www.ptsurplus.com/
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78 Bridge St. Newburgh, NY 12550

It is clear to all fishermen that you canʼt catch fish if  you 
canʼt get to the water. Over the years volumes have been written 
about the Public Trust Doctrine and endless fights with property 
owners, industries and communities to not only get to the waterʼs 
edge but also to park and to be able to spend some time fishing. 
This year marks our fiftieth year of  countless battles to get river 
access through rights of  way, fishing piers and walkways. But they 
are useless if  you canʼt get to them. Now there is something you 
can do about it.
The Hudson River Fishermenʼs Association in association 

with Boating on the Hudson Magazine is conducting an access 
survey of  all the communities and public spaces (parks, piers and 
marinas) that promote or cause problems for public access to the 
Hudson River. Here are some examples of  the problems that we 
have found.
A town will have a fishing pier or park but only one-hour 

parking meters. Commuter parking only allowed by permit. Park 
is for residents only. Parking is somewhere else so you have to 
walk a distance to the water. There are no bathroom facilities for 
families.
There is a town that has taken state, and possibly federal dollars 

(thatʼs your money) to build a fishing pier. It advertises their new 
facility in real estate promotions, but does not allow parking on 
weekdays! They charge a non-resident daily fee one half  more 
than residentʼs and parking meters are way out of  range for 
seniors, disabled, and casual park use. The day that I visited the 
site I couldnʼt even get out of  my car to walk to the pier but it was 
clear no one was using it. Most would say, “Canʼt fight city hall”. 
Well, we got a complaint and decided to do something about it.
We would also like to hear about access friendly sites along the 

river. Boat launches that are free or reasonable. We want to know 
about parks with clean bathrooms and clear signage and polite 
public officials. Another town I visited had clean bathrooms, clear 
fishing, picnic sites, a playground and plenty of  free parking. It 
was a pleasurable experience along the waterʼs edge.
Your input will be considered in the survey. As your comments 

come in, and with some site visits and research, we will compile 
a list of  the ACCESS FRIENDLY SITES ALONG THE 
HUDSON RIVER.

Announcing The Hudson 
River Fishermen’s Association 
Hudson River Access Survey

by Gil Hawkins
We will also include sites that are not so friendly or have substantial 

problems.
The Hudson River Fishermen’s Association, in its fiftieth year, is 

a group of  recreational fishermen who make active use of  the N.Y. 
Bight and the surrounding water systems and are concerned with 
the present and future state of  these fisheries. Our fighting for and 
establishing the Hudson River Walkway with fishing piers from 
Bayonne NJ to the Palisades Interstate Park is but one example of  
our many successes. Our objectives are to encourage the responsible 
use of  aquatic resources and protection of  habitat. We assist where 
possible in efforts to abate pollution and promote sport fishing and 
the management of  that recreation. We are an IRS recognized 
nonprofit 501c3 organization. Visit our website: www.hrfanj.org 

Hudson River Fishermen’s Association.  
PO Box 421  

Cresskill, NJ 07626

 visit our website: www.hrfanj.org

http://www.hrfanj.org/
http://www.hrfanj.org/
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BOAT REPAIR

BOAT BUILDERS

BOATING CERTIFICATION

BED AND BREAKFAST

ALUMINUM BOATS

BOAT HANDLING INSTRUCTION
BOAT DELIVERY SERVICE  

Captain Rob Lewis, 30 years experience, easy 
going, day and night operation, Hudson River, 
Long Island Sound, Atlantic Ocean, Any Boat, 

Any Time.Priced to fit your budget.
Call 914-489-4848

BOAT CHARTERS

www.constructivehands.com 

AMERICAN BOAT RESTORATION
Certified Fiberglass,Gelcoat and Multi-Color 

Polyflake Repair • Complete Fiberglass  
Refurbishing - Cosmetic & Structural Specialist

Soda Blast Cleaning • Insurance Estimates 
Mobile Service Available. • Insured 

Over 37 Years Experience.
413.665.7424 - 518.577.7799  email: boatre-

pair@aol.com • americanboatrestoration.com

www.constructivehands.com 

‘Charter One”
Fish in style and comfort on a 29’Luhrs Tour-

nament. USCG licensed and fully insured.  
Now booking5 hour trips out of Albany for 

Spring 2005, Captain Bob Wason, Tel: 518-
369-0497 • email: rwason@nycap.rr.com

Rondout Cruises Offers Private 
Luxury Cruises Of The Hudson 
Aboard A Beautiful 43’ Motor Yacht. 3 Hour 
Cruises For Up To 6 Passengers For Only 

$359  Call (845) 339-0180 or  
Online   Rondoutcruises.com

Atlantica NY Yacht Cruises  
For Business-Family-Friends Private Yacht 

Charters Aboard A Fleet of Luxurious Vessels  
Accommodating 25-350 Savory American 

Fare Breathtaking ViewsCall: Bob Zampino 
845-304-3260 

email: rzampino@verizon.net

Striped Bass Fishing Charters
On the Hudson River & Lake Ontario
Aboard the “Polecat” 6 hour Trips AM or PM
For Reservations call 973-508-3319

Totally Hooked Charters
 Capt. Nick Lange, Ph. 845-594-3372 . Hud-
son River StripedBass. April-May-Kingston. 
June-Sept. trips run out of Mexico Bay, Lake 

Ontario  www.hudsonriverstripers.com.  
 thcharters@hotmail.com

BOAT PARTS & SUPPLY
Nick Roberti’s Marine

Kingston, Ny  845-336-8111
Visit Our Website:robertiboats.com

New Aluminum Boats
Crestliner & Polar Kraft Jon And V-bottom 

10’-21’ In-stock On Sale
Trailers Available

BOAT GRAPHICS

Sunset Cruises & Fishing Charters 
USCG Certified Capt C.J Bouchard Licensed 

& Insured April-October Hudson River,  
Saugerties NY 845-246-1514   

email: bouchard12477@aol.com

W * E * L * L * S
FIBERGLASS BOAT REPAIR 

Professional Fiberglassing • Blistering Problems • 
Gelcoating • All Warranty Work • Restorations

 518-598-6794

BOAT RENTALS
Saugerties Marina

Kayaks, Canoes, Runaboats Poontoon Boats
By The Hour, Half Day, Full Day

Saugertiesmarina.com    845-246-7533

Festiva Boat Charters
Heated and Air conditioned

weddings, Bar, Sweet 16, Corporate
Unique yacht, Money Saver

Bar mitzvah,sweet 16 parties,corporate
973 626 1846

email anthonytromal@gmail.com

Fins & Grins
Captain Bob Lewis • 

24 ft. Seaswirl Hardtop • Latest Electronics
Supplies all biat and tackle.

518 943 3407 • 518 929 1888
Lunkers12@verizon.net

BRICKTOWN INN B&B, Haverstraw, NY
 Just one mile from Haverstraw Marina in 
walking distance to some great dining. Victorian 

elegance in a restored brick home with all mod-
ern amenities - we’ll even pick you up from 

your boat!  bricktowninnbnb.com 
 112 Hudson Ave  845-429-8447

 

AMSOIL PRODUCTS
Demand the best lubes and filters for your ves-
sel. John H. Pagliuca  Amsoil Marine Lubrica-

tion Specialist  914-402-4239 
800-385-3783  lubedealer.com/johnpag

Riverview Marine Services Inc.
Complete service center, electrical and 

mechanical repair and maintenance, resto-
ration and repower, DEC licensed antifouling 
application, accessory installation, 20 ton lift. 

Open all year. 518 943-5311. 
riverviewmarineservices.com Catskill NY

Artcraft Signs & Graphix
Vinyl Boat Graphics & Lettering
Custom Decals, Boat Striping,

Wood Boat signs, Club Stickers & 
T-Shirts • Serving the Mid-Hudson Val-

ley, Kingston NY
Todd@ArtcraftGraphix.com

ArtcraftGraphix.com     845-339-SIGN

ACTION MARINE SERVICES
Marine Parts & Supplies

Propellers - New & Reconditioning
Upholstery & Canvas Supplies

Foam Cut-to-Order • Trailer Parts & 
Repairs • actionmarine@optonline.net

845-721-2146

West Shore Marine 
Full Service Facility, Marina

25 ton travel lift, Haulout to 48’
60 yrs combined experienced mechanics

845 236-4486

Double AA Captain Services
Captain Joe Malgieri

US Coast Guard Certified Master Captain 
Specializing in Navigation and  
Boat Handling (914) 522-9403  

captainjwm@optonline.net

CAPTAIN TRAINING IN CAPITAL DISTRICT  
Locally owned USCG-approved  

OUPV/Master Information/Eligibility 
Schedule/Fees (518) 312-9041 

contact@nav-ed.com

NYS /NJ Boating Safety Certificate 
Courses Over 3000 graduates taught by 

USCG Captains You come to us OR we bring 
the class to you (845)942-7245 or sease-

arch4@yahoo.com

Going To Myrtle Beach?
Try a different kind of golf. Gulf 

stream fishing. Fish aboard a fully equipped 
26 ft Seahunt center console. Targeting, 

Tuna, Dolphin, Wahoo, Bill-fish and many 
more species of game fish. 

Call Capt. Dan at (914) 760 6452 or visit 
www.careyoncharters.com 

for more information and pricing.

FUEL DISPENSING REPAIR SERVICES
Fuel Dispensing Repair Services Including 

Hoses, Nozzles, Dispensers,  
Pumps, Piping, Etc.

Tank monitoring service and repairs, sales 
and installation on all equipment.

All forms of maintenance and repair  
for fuel dispensing needs.

845-787-3984  •   845-787-3030

S E R V I C E S  D I R E C T O R Y

Ace Charters  
Hudson River Striper Charters 
out of Coeymans Landing,NY  

28 ft. 2009 Baha Cruiser  
call 413-346-7675 

www.acecharters.com

Riverview Marine Services Inc. Catskill 
Complete Marine Service And Supply 
Center  Inside And Outside Storage 

Spaces Still Available.  Powerboats To 36’ 
518-943-5311   

 STORAGE

Unique Marine Supply & Repair Service 
Hauling, Storage, 

Winterization,Shrinkwrap, Engine Repair,
Repair and Boat Supplies

Call 845-489-4524 
Email:   Info@Uniquemarineny.com
24 Olympic Way, Poughkeepsie, NY 

12603

Captain Bob Frederick, USCG Licensed 
100-Ton Master.  Pro Captain/Crew services, 
Delivery, and experienced Captain Coaching 

(Docking, Navigation, Instruments, Radar, 
Float Planning).  Any Power vessel.  Hudson, 

Canals, Champlain.  Budget-friendly rates.  
845-551-1396

http://www.constructivehands.com/
mailto:pair@aol.com
http://www.constructivehands.com/
mailto:rwason@nycap.rr.com
mailto:rzampino@verizon.net
http://www.hudsonriverstripers.com/
mailto:thcharters@hotmail.com
website:robertiboats.com
mailto:bouchard12477@aol.com
mailto:anthonytromal@gmail.com
mailto:Lunkers12@verizon.net
mailto:Todd@artcraftgraphix.com
mailto:actionmarine@optonline.net
mailto:captainjwm@optonline.net
mailto:contact@nav-ed.com
mailto:arch4@yahoo.com
http://www.careyoncharters.com/
http://www.acecharters.com/
mailto:Info@uniquemarineny.com
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   OSPREY MARITIME SERVICES Ltd
Instruction   Power and Sail • Delivery 
• Harbor Tours • Pre-Purchase  Advice 
• Reasonable • Reliable• Experienced 

captjimchambers@aol.com     917-796-9631

BOAT TRANSPORTING

ALEX’S MARINE PLUS
MOBILE DOCKSIDE SERVICE - Winterizing • 
Tune-Ups • Re-Powers • Electronics • Hauling • 

Maintenance • Rt. 9W, New Windsor, NY.  
845-565-9199

Richard Terpening’s Watercolors Marine
845-340-9854 • 102 1st St., Connelly, NY 12417. 
Major & Minor Fiberglass Work • Woodworking 
& Bright Work • Detailing & Waxing • Osmotic 

Blister Repair •  Custom Fabrication and MORE. 

TRAILERS FOR BOATS 
10’ –  32’  Roller And Bunk Design

All On Sale, Call For Pricing
Nick Roberti’s Marine - 845-336-8111

ENGINE  REPAIR

MARINE INSURANCE
KARAS INSURANCE AGENCIES

Power Boats • Sail Boats • Jet Skis
YACHT CLUBS • MARINE DEALERS      

321 S. Riverside Ave.,
Croton on Hudson, NY

914-271-5188  fax: 914-271-9390
cathykaras@karasinsurance.com

MARINAS

NICK ROBERTI’S MARINE
835 Flatbush Rd. Kingston, NY 12401

Fully Stocked Marine Store. In-Board/ Out-
Board Re-power Experts.

845-336-8111 •  robertiboats.com

SEAFARER CANVAS LLC 
Custom Canvas Fabricators,Dockside Service 

with Slips.Visit our 4000 Sq. ft Showroom 
Ossining, NY Telephone 914- 923-3544 

www.seafarercanvas.com

CANVAS / UPHOLSTERY

BOAT TRAILERS

NICK ROBERTI’S MARINE
Local & Long Distance

Hydraulic Air Ride Trailer  
Licensed and Insured

Kingston, New York  845-336-8111

S & J MARINE SERVICE 
Hydralulic Trailer-Air Ride Fully Insured 
Local & Residential Service Sail Boat-
Wide Loads- Serving the Tri-State Area 

718 918-2492

BOAT DELIVERY SERVICE
Capt. Rob Lewis 30 years experience 

Call 914 489 4848

Clifford Marine Services
Yacht Surveying & Consulting

914 419 7926

ANDERSEN BOAT TRANSPORT
Power Boats & Sail Boats to 45’

LOCAL AND NATIONWIDE
518-399-0787

transport@andersenboat.com

 SAUGERTIES MARINA
 Local & Long Distance Fully Insured.

 Up to 30’ Boats. Complete Service Facilities
 Saugertiesmarina.com  845-246-7533 

MARINE SURVEYORS

www.constructivehands.com 

Oceanis Marine Services Inc 
Charlie Gruetzner, AMS Accredited Marine 

Surveyor • Pre-Purchase, Insurance, Damage 
Member: SAMS, ABYC, HVMTA, IAMI 

Tel. 914 737 0253 
Charlie@oceanismarine.com 

www.oceanismarine.com

Al Prisco C.M.S. Marine Surveyor 
Consultant - Pre-Purchase, Insurance,Damage.

Member: SNAME, ABYC, NFPA, Boat-US Exchange.
Specializing in Thermal Imaging. 
845-228-1071  •  914-645-3525 
www.marinesurveyorny.com 

email:  boatsurvey@yahoo.com 

Lock 1 Marina
On the Champlain Canal, secure, tran-
quil surroundings, picnic area, restroom 
& shower, easy tie-up, restaurant near-

by, launch ramp and secure parking.
Tel: 518-238-1321

www.lock1marina.com

Saugerties Marina
Local & Long distance transporting

Boat & Kayak rentals
24 hour repair & Fuel

Overnight & Seasonal docking
845-246-7533

Saugerties Marine
Complete Outboard And Inboard Engine 

Repair, Evenrude, Merc, Mariner, 
NissonTuhotsu outboards, Merc Cruiser  
and Volvo Pinta Outdrives Merc Cruiser 

and other manufacturer inboards.
845-246-7533

Coast Marine Services
Insurance-Appraisals-Pre-Purchase
Member ABYC, NFPA, SAMS, IAMI
Captain Guy Falkenheimer, A. M. S.

200 ton licensed Captain
518-784-2181

ALCOVE CARRIERS, Inc.
Power and Sail transport to 35”

Local And Nationwide.
866 Route 4S, Schuylerville, NY 12871

518-365-5144 email: alcovemarina@aol.com

Action Marine Services 
Interiors • Exteriors • Vinyls & Canvas • 
Custom Canvas Cockpit Covers Foam 

Cut-to-Size •Supplies for Do-it-Yourself 
Projects • Over 25 yrs Experience 

actionmarine@optonline.net 
Call Sandi (845) 721-2145

ACTION MARINE SERVICES
Mobile Service to Your Location

Spring Tune-Ups & Service
Gas & Diesel Techs, Outdrive Services

Expert Service, Repairs & Repower
25 Years Experience, Fully Insured

actionmarine@optonline.net
Call Guy (845) 721-2146

FIBERGLASS PLUS
Structural & Cosmetic Repairs

Marine Parts & Accessories
Shrinkwrapping - Detailing - Fully Insured

914-652-8301 * 914-755-1922  

BLACK MEADOW LOGISTICS
Licensed and Insured/Air Ride

Available 7 Days
Boats up to 32’ • Hydraulic Trailer

Boat Hauling ~ Local / Long Distance
Mobile Direct 845-742-3295 

Guaman Canvas, LLC
Expert Design & Installation  

Custom Marine Canvas • Fabricators & 
Upholstery • GUAMAN DOES IT ALL!

Ossining, NY• 914-525-5270 • 914-373-0191
www.guamancanvasllc.com

GALVANIZED TRAILERS -ALL SIZES
Custom Modifications Available 
New & Used – Call for Prices 

SEIDEL’S 518 - 537-6060

Captain Alan Bartlett, AMS
Marine Surveyor

Member SAMS, ABYC  
Tel. 518-859-8660

Certified Marine Service
Gas & Diesel – Service & Sales

Mercury Outboards, Mercruiser Inboards & 
Sterndrives. Volvo Penta; Universal;  
Yanmar; Westerbeke; Generators

845-339-3060 
www.certifiedmarineservice.com

Raymond E. Clifford - Surveyor
Clifford Marine Services

Croton-On-Hudson, New York 10520

914-419-7926  
rcliff60@yahoo.com

Albany Marine 
 We specialize in repair of 1956 to date 
Outboard Engines, Johnson, Evinrude, 

Yamaha Outboards and Merc,  
OMC, Volvo Sterndrives 

Factory Trained, years of experience. 
Parts & Accessories 

518 434 4421  
Albanymarine@TomsAlbanyMarine.com

Mohawk Valley Marine
Factory Certified Warranty 

& Repower Center
Outboards-Inboards • Sterndirves

We rebuild and repair them all.
Fuel injector cleaning and repair.

Call 518-399-2719

Patino Canvas
Complete Canvas Outfitters

Motorboats • Sailboats • Home
www.PatinoCanvasCorp.com

John Patino 845-429-6146

mailto:captjimchambers@aol.com
mailto:cathykaras@karasinsurance.com
http://www.seafarercanvas.com/
mailto:transport@andersenboat.com
http://www.constructivehands.com/
mailto:Charlie@oceanismarine.com
http://www.oceanismarine.com/
http://www.marinesurveyorny.com/
mailto:boatsurvey@yahoo.com
http://www.lock1marina.com/
mailto:alcovemarina@aol.com
mailto:actionmarine@optonline.net
mailto:actionmarine@optonline.net
http://www.guamancanvasllc.com/
http://www.certifiedmarineservice.com/
mailto:rcliff60@yahoo.com
mailto:Albanymarine@tomsalbanymarine.com
http://www.patinocanvascorp.com/
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THE MAGIC ROAD      
TO MEMORIES!

by John H. Vargo, Publisher

For further information 
you may contact: 
Mr. Joel Holden, 

Director, ENYMTA    
518-307-3415    

Enymta@gmail.com

It is only three hours by car, no passport required! A modern 
piece of transportation that can open your eyes to a beautiful 
world of clean air, sparkling lakes of fresh, water and most 
importantly, friendly people.

It all begins on March 31-April 2, 2017 at The 
Great Upstate Boat Show, exit 18, Glen Falls, 
and NY.

The Great Upstate Boat Show sells more boats per square 
inch than any other boat show in the northeast. Runabouts, 
cuddys, sport boats, ski boats, watercraft it is all here. 

A Lot To See Under One Roof:
0ver 1500 New & Pre Owned Boats
Over 60 Top Brands
Over 20 Leading Upstate Dealers
Over 175 Boats On Display
Including Over 25 Life Style Vendors
Daily Live Seminars
Door Prizes All Day Long
Special incentive for purchasing at the Show 

More importantly you’ll meet dealers who have been in 
business on lakes throughout upstate New York for many 
years, this is invaluable experience that can help you not 
only in your choice of a boat but how to locate and enjoy 
it.   Schroon Lake, Bryant Lake, Saratoga Lake, Lake George 
and many others.  These dealers not only sell boats, but also 
provide knowledge and access to the area of your choice, 
saving you a tremendous amount of time and money.

Come to the Great Upstate Boat Show ask questions, take 
notes, you will find this show a unique experience like no 
other you have ever been to.

Transform your magic carpet ride on the New York Thruway 
and Northway into wonderful memories that will last forever.

mailto:Enymta@gmail.com
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Richard Terpening’s
WATERCOLORS MARINE 

• Major & Minor Fiberglass Work

• Osmotic Blister Repair
• Awl Grip Painting
• Gel-Coat Repair
• Barrier Coating
• Interior, Exterior Wood Repair
• Custom Fabrication & Modi�cation
• Swim Platforms, Pulpits...more

O�ering
Mobile Service

Free Estimates
15 Years

Experience

845-340-9854 cell  845-416-3531
102 1st. Street, Connelly, NY 12417
Located at Rondout Yacht Basin

• Woodworking and bright work

from Westchester
to Lake George

• Detailing and waxing

“Ask about our Winter Shrink Wrap Specials”

Join us 
for 2016 

CALL NOW 
Filling Up 

Fast!

 Macdonald Marine 

1 Marina Drive, Mahopac, NY 10541 845-628-2333

Preowned Boats

 

 

 
 

 

NEW 23’ 2017 Manitou Auroa Pontoon Boat,--$29, 995
NEW  21’Manitou  21’ Auroa Pontoon Boat,-$26, 995
18/ Glastron GTS 80 Bowrider,---------------$27,600
20 ft. 2000 Bombardier Challenger 2000Jet Boat-$9,000
19 ft. 2004 Four Winns 190 Horizon --------$10,000
24 ft 1993 Maxum 2300 S-----------------------$ 7,500
20 ft 2000 Bombardier Challenger 2000------$ 9,000
20 ft 2009 Stingray 195 Ls Bowrider----US $10,000
19 ft 2004 Four Winns 190 Horizon-----US$ 13,000
19 ft 2004 Four Winns 190 Horizon-----US$ 13,000
18 ft 2005 Glastron Mx 185 --------------US$ 12,500
17 ft 2001 Glastron Sx 175------------------US$ 5,000

Reserve 
Now for 
Spring 
2017

“Fishing Hole”
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35 words for 3 months - $35.
with B+W photo - $175.
with color photo - $205.

Send check  to:
Beacon Publishing, Inc.

Box 627
Verplanck, NY 10596

BOAT SLIPS FOR SALE OR LEASE 
Prime Boat slips available at Half Moon Bay Marina, Croton-on-Hudson NY. For LEASE 
(daily, weekly, monthly and seasonally) from 10ft- 100ft plus. Call for availability and 

pricing. Zoller’s Marine Center Inc. 914-271-8803 ask for Mark or Jessica. 
Two 55Ft Boat Slips Available For Sale At Half Moon Bay Marina.  

Combined can handle a 100ft plus boat. Call Zollers Marine Center for 
pricing information  914 -271-8803. 

 

Boats for Sale: 
2004 Sea Ray 29 Amberjack, 700 Hrs,T/350 inboard FWC, GPS, radar & fish finder ......$44,500.
1998  3575 Cruisers Yachts, 39’, 13’ beam, T/ inboardsll 370 hp,dealer maintained  ........$48,900.
1998 4 Winns 278 Vista   twin 4.3 Volvo ..................................................$17,900.
2000 4 Winns 298 Vista Twin 5.7 Volvos .....................................$26,500.
2001 CruisersYachts 3015, 356 hrs, T/220hp 5.0 Mercruiser ....................$36,900.
2005 Regal 2665 w/470 hrs, 5.7 Volvo Penta 270hp ..................................$34,900.
2007 Regal 3760 Commodore, w/1030hrs 8.1 Volvo Penta 370hp ...... $129,400.
2003 Bayliner 245 w/ 2011 trailer .............................................................$17,900.
1994 24’ Maxum SCR 2400 V-6 ................................................................... $6,900.
1989 34 Silverton w/low hours, 7.4 Crusader w/generator .......................$34,995.

Outboards for Sale: 
•1982 Johnson 40 hp Commercial, Long Shaft, Manual Start, Excellent Running 
Condition, Fully Serviced...........................................................................$600. 
•1968 Evinrude 9.5 hp, Short Shaft, Manual Start, Excellent Running Condition, 
Fully Serviced And Winterized ..................................................................$250. 
•1984 Johnson 6 hp, Long Shaft, Manual Start, Excellent Running Condition, 
New Water Pump, Fully Serviced And Winterized, Carb Cleaned ...............$590. 

ZOLLERS MARINE • 914-271-8803

34’ 2006 CRUISERS         340 Express  149,900  
38‘ 1999 CRUISERS         3870 Express  Call For Pricing
33’  2003  CRUISERS 3372 Express   Call For Pricing
 

 

914-271-8803
 87 North Riverside Ave. Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y.

Marine Center , Inc.  

www.zollersmarine.com

LENGTH YEAR MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE

34’ 2006 CRUISERS         340 Express  149,900  
38‘ 1999 CRUISERS         3870 Express  Call For Pricing
33’  2003  CRUISERS 3372 Express   Call For Pricing
 

 

914-271-8803
 87 North Riverside Ave. Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y.

Marine Center , Inc.  

www.zollersmarine.com

LENGTH YEAR MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE
DISCOUNT MARINE SUPPLIES

email: markmzmarine@gmail.com

INDOOR STORAGE
DON’T Make Your Boat a Lawn Ornament!

Our two steel buildings with state-of-the-art 
security systems will protect your boat all 

winter!  Monthly contracts available.
We are minutes from  

exit 17 on the NY Thruway. 
We also store campers and vehicles. 

 Free storage of boat trailers in the summer.

BOOK NOW!!!
October Special 

$25. per foot
Salisbury Mills Hydro and Storage

845-897-4194

CALL NOW for 
WINTERIZATION & SHRINKWRAP 

SELL your Boat, Trailer, Outboard 
Engine, Oars, Paddles - Anything 

Marine with Boating on the  
Hudson and Beyond Classifieds.

Reach The Boaters Who Want To Buy!

http://www.zol/
http://www.zol/
mailto:markmzmarine@gmail.com
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Call UNIQUE for WINTERIZATION!
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Dave Weakley is the owner of American Boat Restoration and has been helping  
Northeastern boaters keep their boats in fine trim and good repair for over 40 years. 

 
Dr.  Gel

by Dave Weakley

Ask
2006 • A Decade with Dr. Gel • 2016

“Email me or call me with your questions!  I’ll be happy to help you out”
americanboatrestoration.com  / email:  boatrepair@aol.com   /  Office: 413.665.7424   /  Cell: 518.577.7799

The owner of  a 
bass boat was taking 
good care of  his boat. 
He never considered 
applying epoxy barrier 
on the hull because he 
took it out of  the water 
and kept it on the trailer 
after he used it. 
He brought his boat to 

my shop to have chips in 
the gelcoat & fiberglass 
on the bottom of  the 
transom near the drain 
plug repaired. I had to 
remove the boat from 
trailer and block it in 
order to do the repairs. 

When I removed the 
trailer I discovered 

osmotic blistering on 
the hull in the pattern 

of  every carpeted  
bunk on the trailer. 

Hidden Osmotic Blisters

1

mailto:boatrepair@aol.com
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pasty water soluble materials that can 
migrate to the surface of  the laminate 
but are too thick to seep out through 
the gelcoat. The occurrence and 
speed of  this happening depends on 
environmental conditions the boat 
is kept in; temperature, moisture, 
humidity, etc
The next contributor to the 

development of  blisters is a drop of  
water. Outside water seeps through the 

to million $ yachts. The size of  the 
blisters can be as small as a pea or as 
large as an orange. 
Osmotic blister problems have 

considerably increased in the past ten 
years.  Why? I can only take a w.a.g.  Are 
chemical suppliers producing inferior 
products? Are boat manufacturers 
using cheaper materials to make more 
profit? Rushing production? There is a 
lot of  finger pointing going on in the 
industry and repair shops.

I want to talk about carpeted 
bunks and blisters.
The nice plush carpeting on the 

bunks act like sponges that never 
dry out. In addition sand and small 
stones can accumulate in the carpet 
pile and resemble 80 grit sand 
paper being slid back and forth on 
the hull as the boat slides back and 
forth.
Even though the boat was never 

left in the water as I recommend it 
developed blisters because of  the 
consistent moisture. 

2
Some of  the blisters are broke open 

and water is now seeping into the 
laminate causing the beginning of  
rapid deterioration. They need to be 
repaired properly and asap.

  Osmotic Blisters  a.k.a. 
Blisters, Boat Pox, Bumps
“Boat pox” technically called 

osmotic blisters are found mainly 
below the water line. It is uncommon 

to see them on the top side of  a boat. 
That has been my experience.
There are many opinions on how 

blisters develop. Here are my thoughts 
in a very condensed version of  a 
detailed and lengthy theory based on 
my many years of  repair experience, 
research and many articles I have 
read.
Osmotic blisters are a problem all 

across the fiberglass boat building 
industry. It affects boats of  all different 
price ranges from the least expensive 

Fiberglass boats are made using resins 
that contain some chemical materials 
that are water soluble. The water 
soluble materials should not cause a 
problem if  the resin cures properly but 
sometimes it does not. Possible reasons 
of  improper cure are; 1) Chemicals 
may not have been mixed well. 2) 
Chemicals in the mix maybe outdated. 
3) Peroxide in the mekp (activator 
for the resin) maybe old 4) Improper 
temperature during the curing process
An improper cure will result in thick, 
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porosity of  gelcoat. This is a normal occurrence that 
gelcoat is subject to. The seepage in itself  will not 
cause blisters. But when this migrating water seeps 
into an area of  concentrated water soluble materials 
and mixes together acids are formed. This acidic 
pasty mixture is too thick to go back out through the 
precocity in the gelcoat. The gaseous acid expands, 
pressure grows and thus the blister is created on the 
surface. All blisters are formed this way.
Boat owners should keep water from penetrating 

gelcoat as best as they can.

Some tips that may help prevent blisters are:
1- Keep your boat sealer glazed and waxed using good   

marine grade products. 
2- Apply a barrier coat to the hull if you keep your boat in 

the water for a long period of time.
3- Keep all canvas in good condition; it’s essential 

for it to repel water. Marine supply stores sell canvas 
waterproofing and fabric treatment products. Replace it if 
it’s old and tired. 

4- There are plastic bunk glide on’s for trailers that work 
well. These go over the wood bunks

5- If you do want carpet install marine grade  
short nap carpet

6- When making a purchase of a new boat read the 
hull Warranty carefully. Some manufacturers are now 
recommending NOT leaving your boat in the water. 
Gelcoat quality has changed- We have the following 

disclaimer for our repairs;
The EPA has determined control technique 

guidelines for the production of  gelcoats -Federal 
Government -Unfunded Mandates Reform Act - 
products listed under CAA Section 183(e) 
May 2006 -The mandates have required 

manufactures to produce gelcoat within the 
guidelines and Low VOC (VOC- Volatile Organic 
Compounds) gelcoats are being made. They are 
different from the regular gelcoats which were used 
since the beginning of  boat building. Properties in 
Low VOC gelcoat may initiate the development of  
osmotic blisters when repairs are done under the 
waterline. We cannot guarantee the development 
of  osmotic blistering developing and neither will 
the boat manufacturers. Blistering can occur; this 
is beyond our control. We recommend a Epoxy 
Barrier applied to the hull below the waterline to 
help prevent osmotic blistering.
The Repair for blisters is very tedious and 

expensive. Each and every one of  the blisters need 
to be ground out and filled with vinyl ester fillers if  
you want to apply new gelcoat or filled with epoxy 
resin fillers with epoxy barrier coating.

At the end of  the day if  all the blisters are ground out, sanded 
and filled there is no guarantee that other ones will not surface 
somewhere else.
There is no magic fix for blistering unfortunately. It has to be 

repaired properly and sooner is better!
Being as it may it is better to repair than not repair!

3

4

Migrating water seeps into an area of  
concentrated water soluble materials and 
mixes together - acids are formed. This 

acidic pasty mixture is too thick to go back 
out through the precocity in the gelcoat. 

The gaseous acid expands, pressure grows 
and thus the blister is created on the 

surface. All blisters are formed this way.
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ADIRONDACK MARINE
3226 Lakeshore Dr.
Lake George, NY 12845
Nautiques by Correct Craft,
PCM Engines.
518-668-2658 Fax 668-4143
www.adirondackmarine.net 
drew@adirondackmarine.net
 
ALCOVE MARINA & PUB
886 Rte 4 South
Schuylerville, NY  12871
518-695-6079
alcovemarine@aol.com
FAX: 518-695-9268

ALPIN HAUS MARINE
4850 State Hwy 30
Amsterdam, NY 12010
518-843-4400
sarminio@alpinhaus.com
www.alpinhaus.com

ANDERSEN MARINE
Boat Transport
883 Route 50
Burnt Hills, NY 12027
518-399-5003
www.andersonboat.com

BECKLEYS MARINA & 
COTTAGES 107 Lake Shore Dr
Diamond Point, NY 12824
518 668-2651
www.beckleysboats.com 

BLAIN S BAY MARINA
221 Dunsbach Ferry Road
Cohoes, NY  12047
518-785-6785
Blainsbaymarina.com/
marina@JimNichols@aol.com 

BEACON PUBLISHING
DBA Boating on the Hudson
and Beyond
PO Box 627
Verplanck, NY 10596
845-401-2699   

BOATS BY GEORGE
18 State Hwy 149
Lake George, NY 12845
Cobalt  Four Winns
Marker One 
518-793-5452 
Fax-518-793-5481
www.boatsbygeorge.com 
george@ boatsbygeorge.com

CANADA LAKE STORE & 
MARINE 103 Old State Road
Caroga Lake NY 12032
Moomba Four Winns  
Misty Harbor  
518-835-6069
www.canadalakemarine.com 
clstore@telenet.net

CAPITAL DISTRICT MARINE
17 Jackson Ave
Cohoes, NY 12047
518-237-3442 Fax-237-1840
www.capitaldistrictmarina.com 
sales@ capitaldistrict.com    

CASTAWAY MARINA
2546 Route 9L
Queensbury, NY 12804
Regal • Mastercraft
Premier Pontoon Boats
518-656-3636 Fax-656-3692 
www.castawaymarina.com 
Thalia@castawaymarina.com

CHIC’S MARINE
PO Box 1237
Bolton Landing, NY 12814
518-644-2170
Whaler, Yamaha Waverunners 
www.chicsmarina.com

CR’S MARINE SERVICE
2103 Chrisler Avenue 
Schenectady, NY 12303.
Angler, Checkmate, 
Mirro Craft, Bass Cat 
518-370-3596
www.crsmarine.com info@ 
crsmarine.com

E-Z  MARINE & STORAGE, INC
POB 375 II Town Shed RD
Brant Lake, NY 12815
(518)494-7381 phone 
(518)494-3054 fax
www.ezmarineandstorage.com
info@ezmarineandstorage.com

ELITE DOCK COMPANY
84 Barthel Lane
Queensbury, NY 12804
518-656-3625
www.elitedocks.com
info@elitedocks.com

F.R. SMITH & SONS
Sagamore Rd. POB 87
Bolton Landing, NY 12814
Bryant Old Town Canoes
518-644-5181 Fax-644-2988
www.frsmithandsonmarina.com 
scott@frsmithandsonsmarina.com              

FREEDOM BOAT CLUB 
LAKE GEORGE 
3960 Lake Shore Drive
Diamond Point, NY 12824
518-846-0201

HARRIS BAY YACHT CLUB
2712 Route 9L
Queensbury, NY  12804
518 656 9028
rconnie@hbyc.com

HMS AGENCY INC.
950 New Loudon Road
Latham, NY  12110
518 690 0360
bmathers@hmsagency.com

HYDE’S BOATS & RV
64 Blue Barns Rd
Rexford, NY 12148
Quest, Hurricane Deckboats
518-399-2880  fax 518-399-2810
1-800-675-2881
www.HYDESRVANDBOATS.com 
hydes@ nycap.rr.com

KELLOGG MARINE SUPPLY
10 Doggetts Coat Pl
Saratoga Springs, NY  12866
518-441-7475
dcairns@kelloggmarine.com

 KNAPIK’S MARINE
197 Forest Ave.
Amsterdam, NY 12010
Smoker Craft
www.knapiksmarine.com
info@knapiksmarine.com

LOON LAKE MARINA
47 Marina Rd.
Chestertown, NY 12817
Sylvan, Sun Chaser, Heritage Kayaks
518-494-3410
www.loonlakemarina.com
rich@loonlakemarina.com

MORGAN RECREATIONAL SUPPLY 
800-836-5300
FAX: 888-353-8099
av4372@hotmail.com

MOHAWK VALLEY MARINE
47 Mohawk Avenue
Alplaus, NY 12008
Starcraft
518-399-2719  fax 518-384-0068 
www. mohawkvalleymarine.com 
boats@ mohawkvalleymarine.com

PILOT KNOB MARINA
1881 Pilot Knob Rd.
Kattskill Bay, NY 12844
Chaparral
518-656-9211 Fax-656-3023 
info@ pilotknob.com

POINT BREEZE MARINA
1459 Rt 9P
Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
Glastron, Ebbtide, Azure, Crestliner 
Ben nington Pontoon, 
Sedona Pontoon
518-587-3397  fax 518-581-8000 
www.pointbreezemarina.com 
ptbreezemarina@aol.com

SARATOGA BOAT WORKS
549 Union Ave.  Route 9P
Saratoga Springs, NY  12866
Crownline, Baja, Aqua Patio, 
 San Pan 

   Sweetwater Stingray
518-584-2628  fax  584-1844
www.saratogaboatworks.com 
sales@ saratogaboatworks.com

THE CHAMBER OF SOUTHERN 
SARATOGA COUNTY
15 Park Ave. Suite 7 (Behind 
Shoppers World Plaza)  Clifton 
Park
Phone: (518) 371-7748 
Fax: (518) 371-5025 
info@southernsaratoga.org
Office Hours - 8 AM - 5 PM Monday 
- Friday Pete Bardunias  
pete@southernsaratoga.org 

SHORELINE BOAT SALES
21 Sewell St.
Lake George, NY 12845
Chris Craft, Formula 
518-668-3297 Fax-668-0484
www.shorelineboatsales.com 
mail@shorelineboatsales.com

SCHROON LAKE MARINA
31 Marina Rd.
Schroon Lake, NY 12870
Starcraft  
www.schroonlakemarina.com
craig@schroonlakemarina.com
518-532-7884

SMITH BOYS
1011 State Rte. 9
Queensbury, NY 12804
518-955-2700
www.smithboys.com 
rrippel@smithboys.com

SNUG HARBOR MARINA
92 Black Point Rd
Ticonderoga, NY 12883
Sting Ray
518-585-2628   Fax 585-9204
www.snugharbormarinainc.com 
info@ snugharbormarinainc.com

SMOOTH WATER SPORTS
770 Old Saratoga Rd.
Gansevoort, NY 12831
518-793-5808 Fax 793-5264
www.smoothwatersports.com 
info@ smoothwatersports.com
Malibu

SPRINGER WELDING AND 
MARINA 
5 Broadway, Albany, NY 
518-434-0390, 
majc@nycap.rr.com

YANKEE BOATING CENTER
3578 Route 9N
Lake George, NY 128245
Lund, Monterey
518- 668-2862 Fax-668-3899
www.yankeeboat.com 
jon@ yankeeboat.com
Key West, Harris Flotebote 
Duranautic
518-377-2376 
 Fax 518-668-3899
www.yankeeboat.com 
jon@ yankeeboat.com

Eastern NY Marine Trades Association
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Est. 2005

www.tristatesodablasting.com

Abrasive Blasting is Our only Business

(914) 552-2618

...and Sandblasting
Bottom Paint Removal

Specialists

•  No damage to the gel-coat
•  Surface left ready to paint  •  Service year round

• At your place or ours  •  Fully insured 

Ground Protection Containment

The areas most experienced blaster of boats & yachts

J

SEASONAL RATE * Trailers Only * $350.00 Minimum

 $28.00 per foot*

S

indoor STORAGE.pdf   1   9/11/14   11:08 AM

$29.00 per foot*

22,000 sq.ft. Locked & Secure
• Fire Detection System •

Reserve Now! Limited Space!
email: info@campredwood.net

NO SHRINK WRAPPING NECESSARY
Cars & RV’s Accepted
Easy Access - Minutes from NYS 
Thruway Exit 17 and I-84 Exit 6

http://www.tristatesodablasting.com/
mailto:info@campredwood.net
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Ivey Thanksgiving
Ivey Rib Roast
Ivey Superbowl
Riverview  Marina
IGY Sailing School
Keep your Water Clean
Remembrence
Liberty Landing
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Great Upstate Boat Show
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Complete 
Marine 
Sales & 
Service 
Center

Open 7 Days a Week  
9am-5pm

103 Main Street 
Catskill, NY  
518-943-5311

riverviewmarineservices.com
 

Located on the Catskill Creek and Hudson River

Riverview Marine Services, Inc.Riverview Marine Services, Inc.
Marine Power Center

• Factory certified technicians
•  Inboard, outboard, sterndrive 

repowers
•  Fast turnaround on special 

orders

• Parts for most popular brands
• Parts counter open 7 days
•  Experienced knowledgeable 

staff

CALL FOR SPECIAL PROMOTIONS

Aluminum  
Fishing Boats

Pontoon 
 Boats

Brokerage Service  
check our inventory on line

Experience Counts! Serving Hudson River Boaters since 1977.

Venture Trailers


